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Introduction 
 As I have grown in life I have found myself a student as much as a teacher. I have 
learned that art is what you make it. The experience of one moment existentially can be 
the difference in a life. When you recognize something that touches you, making you 
change the way you think and perceive this life, those are the moments that foster the 
passion and make you know what we as artists strive to create. 
This report displays four projects supporting my growth as a technician and artist alike. 
The first is my lighting design for The Three Musketeers. The second is my technical 
direction of Proof. Third is my technical direction of Legally Blonde: The Musical. Last 
is my lighting design for The Miracle Worker. Each of these projects presented a 
different conundrum that needed my expertise to solve. Through these projects I was able 
to build skills in design research, rendering, project planning, drafting, construction, 
design process, and script analysis. In addition to the skills that direct application taught 
me, I have developed my visual “eye” for design. The trait that I can most take away 
from these experiences is how I was able to both mentor and teach other students.
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Chapter 1: Lighting Design  
The Three Musketeers
 2 
Section 1: Pre-Production 
The Three Musketeers was directed by Professor Colin Johnson and produced on 
the Morgan Stage at Utah State 
University in April of 2011. The earliest 
meetings for The Three Musketeers 
occurred in January 2011. The first big 
concern was the cinematic nature of the 
script by Ken Ludwig. This script 
required twenty different physical 
locations with very little space textually 
to transition between these locations. 
The best way to contend with this challenge was to create a world representative of the 
culture and feel of France during the 1620s. The iconographies created by the images are 
very distinct, but are architecturally very open with clear lines giving shape to structures. 
The only clear French icons that the director presented at these initial meetings were 
church windows (Figure 1-1) and Fleur de 
Lis (Figure 1-2). Seeing these images, I 
began to develop a vision of this production 
in the evocative nature. I needed to further 
research these thoughts to help support my 
vision in order to establish a conceptual 
dialogue with the director. 
(Figure 1-1) 
(Figure 1-2) 
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 The first research images I looked at were of cathedrals, bridges, and arches. This 
time period is not as clearly defined as Renaissance or Rococo, which would have made 
researching the topic much easier. This point in history spans a time of peace in France, 
followed by another war with Britain and the reign of King Louis the 13th. After 
researching France, periods of style, locations, and true histories of the characters and 
locations mentioned in this story, I had loads of ideas with no direction. At this point, the 
director and scenic designer collaboratively made the choice to ignore reality and attempt 
to create a realistic feel in a non-realistic environment. In their collaboration, the easiest 
way was to create multiple large iconic pieces reflective of the royal palace’s rustic, 
organic texture. The idea was very conceptual because these pieces were multifunctional 
levels fit together in multiple configurations to define several locations in France. Since 
initial meetings were conceptual, the key idea for discussion revolved around the ability 
to tie together the realistic and non-realistic. The set could not reflect realism of the 
period so the director’s vision for costuming became very realistic, which meant I had 
one clear direction to pursue. Researching historical costume has never been my strongest 
skill. The attention to color coordination and use of fabric or varying materials are very 
important in the process of lighting design helping enforce the idea of production 
verisimilitude. This idea of creating a likeness to truth and reality was made complicated 
when trying to define realism in costume while creating an ignorance of time, place, and 
location. My job was to unify the elements and place the audience in the world of 
Alexandre Dumas novelization of 1620s France. This depended heavily on lighting to 
establish location because the set frequently reconfigured the same pieces. Costume ideas 
gave me a basic direction to develop my color palette, which was low in its color value 
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because white and silks were very prominent fabric choices of the time. Also, these 
fabrics absorb all color exposed to them and can become more visually dominant than the 
skin of the actors.  
 After all this discussion about the other collaborative elements, I needed to 
approach this anew and try to artistically create a beautiful visual picture on stage 
combining both organic and literal elements. The use of angle, color, key lighting, and 
overall composition were the tools helping me to facilitate the art of intrigue.  
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Section 2: Methodology 
 There are several approaches to theatrical lighting and for each style the desired 
venue must be taken into account. There are three types of seating configurations 
common to theatre venues: proscenium, arena, and ! thrust.  A proscenium theatre space 
has the audience facing one direction and has an arch that acts to frame the space.  This 
type allows for scenery to be as large as a director/designer can justify. There is a defined 
separation between the actor and the audience, which becomes the largest drawback to 
this type of venue. This distance can take away the intimacy of some theatrical 
productions. The arena, or theatre-in-the-round, space is defined by the stage being 
surrounded on all sides by audience. The arena stage solves the frequently occurring 
problem in a proscenium theatre of the audience being severely distanced. Often the 
audience for an arena show becomes integrated into the production’s action. As they are 
watching an actor on stage, they are also observing the audience across from them as the 
background for the stage picture. Being surrounded by an audience on all sides presents a 
problem. Where do you place a couch, a shelf, or other scenery? Every seat in the 
audience is ideally useable because scenery is minimal. Most theatrical productions set in 
an arena space have to be more imaginative about how they set a location and how to 
display scenery without obstructing an audience members view.  “In America the arena 
theatre preceded the thrust stage chiefly because scenic backgrounds were completely 
eliminated” (Miller 16).  Finally, the ! thrust stage is a combination of the other two 
spaces with the audience encircling the stage on three sides and a backstage area (Pilbrow 
151). This backstage area can sometimes allow for large scenery that is potentially out of 
the sightlines of both the side audiences, making it less than preferable. However, there 
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can be integration between audience intimacy and a larger scale of production on the 
thrust stage, which makes it a multifunctional space.  
 The Morgan Stage is a large multi-functional thrust theatre. Due to the versatility 
of this venue, I wish to illustrate a few different possibilities for lighting a thrust theatre 
space. The largest challenge in a thrust space is accounting for more than one perspective. 
According to Stanley McCandless, In a standard proscenium style theatre space, each 
acting area of the stage should be illuminated by two lighting instruments from the front 
at 45° angles and a single backlight (Bellman 173, Figure 1-3). This method, while 
allowing for visibility, also takes some of the lighting 
designer’s use of angle and shadows away. Often times the 
perceived intention in theatrical lighting is decided before 
choosing color and intensity, by the simple choice of lighting 
placement in relation to the actor (example: using front light 
gives facial visibility but also flattens the nose and facial features as well as making the 
actor blend in to the background.  Using top light gives the actor a “halo” effect around 
their head but leaves deep creepy shadows below the actors eyes and chin that may be 
effective for a frightening scene but less useful for a happy scene).   
 However the McCandless method usually also would make one of the front lights 
a warm color by using an amber gel and the other a cool front light using a pale blue gel. 
The area where these two lights cross will create a neutral, almost white, light. While the 
McCandless method is commonly used to light a proscenium stage, it is still not 
dimensional enough for use in a thrust space.  “A given spotlight in the arena theatre may 
be front light for one quarter of the audience, side light for one quarter of the audience, 
(Figure 1-3) 
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and backlight for the remaining quarter” (Palmer 142).   
 Lighting an arena stage has to be more carefully thought out. Because of the 
multifunction of every light according to the placement of any one audience member. 
There are generally two common methodologies dominant to this style of design.  
Method one is lighting the acting area from three points with each instrument 120º apart 
encircling that acting area. This method allows for general lighting coverage from each 
side with the minimum ideal instrumentation used to cover each acting area (Figure 1-4).   
Also, when lighting the same area from 
multiple directions, a lighting designer will 
frequently choose different colors for each of 
the sides or one color for two of the sides and 
a complementary color for the third side, 
giving an interesting stage composition.  
 The three-point method is useful but 
the downside is a designer being unable to get a perceived balance in instrumentation for 
their stage composition. Often using these lights at the 120º separation can create an 
obtuse angle that sometimes generates unwanted shadows. This brings about the second 
method for lighting an arena stage: four point lighting. This technique lights the acting 
area from four points with each instrument 90º apart as if there were a square around the 
acting space with a light at each corner pointing inward. This approach will decrease the 
number of shadows on each acting area. Having four instruments on each area also 
allows the designer to have a balance when choosing color for the acting area. The three-
point area often uses two color choices for each system of lighting an acting area.  With 
(Figure 1-4) 
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the four-point method (Figure 1-5) often the color choices will still only be two colors, 
but the same color is used mirroring itself in 
opposing corners from the other complementary 
color. This approach creates an ideal composition 
of basic functional lighting systems for lighting an 
arena stage.  Lighting the thrust stage incorporates 
the lighting schemes used for the arena.  
 The other functions of a lighting design will always vary based on the perspective 
and the experience of the working designer. To say that there is one methodology to light 
a theatrical production is wrong, but to use various ways of lighting to define the overall 
“look” given to lighting design is the whole purpose of a lighting designer’s approach. To 
begin, lighting a straight play is the least complex approach of lighting design. Most 
straight plays confine themselves to a sense of realism. Designing lighting for realism has 
a few understood conventions: blue light is night, amber light is day, outdoor scenes have 
overlays of patterns.  Often straight plays have one box set with a few walls, a window, 
and a few doors.  Walls usually obstruct a lighting designer’s ability to use sidelight. If 
there are large walls on stage, there will more be shadows on the walls of the set.  Some 
darker shows may want to use the shadows generated by lighting instruments to improve 
a desired production effect.  This style of lighting lends itself to a simple cue structure, so 
a designer will often find one element they can seemingly over design, such as a 
fireplace, or a cityscape outside a window. Often the most designerly part of a straight 
play will be the part least noticed, but the designer has to get some satisfaction out of 
committing their name to the lighting of a production. The main key is usually a front 
(Figure 1-5) 
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facial light and top light filling in the body for dimension. Straight plays staged on a box 
set become more front light heavy and less dimensional, since walls obscure the ability to 
use backlight or side light.  Lighting straight plays in a thrust space will likely have less 
walls and obstacles to light around, but creating even stage lighting is still very difficult. 
The thrust stage allows for more subtle intensity decisions when cueing, both because the 
audience is closer and because one audience’s front is another audience member’s side.  
 The most important thing about designing for this type of theatrical space is 
viewing the performance from several areas since every seat is a different experience.  
Another element important to lighting the thrust stage is the use of “tone lights.” Using 
these “tones” from a frontal angle as a full stage color quality is a key to creating an even 
quality of lighting. A primary example of a tone light is using a vertical field flood light, 
commonly used as lights for backdrops, or a few of them on the same controllable 
channel to reinforce the stage with blue, pink, amber, or any other color qualities. These 
tone lights will mask the intermittent gaps between pools of light and intensify the mood 
of the scene.   
 A very important tool is the light board. Lighting a straight play needs a light 
board with the ability for separate up fade and down fade times. So if the designer gives a 
cue a time of 3 up/ 10 down the cue that the operator is going into will come up in 3 
seconds while the previous cue will fade out in a time of 10 seconds.  These separate 
times allow the ability to bring up a light on stage right quickly as an actor steps into this 
area while giving a slow fadeout to the area the actor was previously occupying.  Subtle 
cueing is the key to realistic lighting design. 
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The variations of location made the lighting for The Three Musketeers a very 
similar approach to lighting for opera and musical theatre. Opera and musical theatre are 
heavily lit from the front and back. Lighting for these productions is very much about 
facial lighting, silhouette, and less about design style. They require frequent cues, often 
times with light changes in every measure of the musical score. There is probably a cue 
every eight counts during large musical numbers for two to three hours.  These styles of 
productions, while often very bright, do not lend themselves to realistic theatrical “look” 
because of the frequency of lighting cues. Also while it is a convention of theatre, in real 
life people do not often randomly and unnecessarily burst into song, making the idea of 
complete realism a little far-fetched.  Follow spots are used through the majority of songs 
in musical productions because this allows for a performer to move wherever they are 
either directed or where they feel in order to play to their respective audience. When 
using a follow spot on a performer, the lighting designer can use some deep and moody 
colors or patterns to fill in the rest of the stage. The designer for this type of production 
will get to exercise their artistry mostly on backdrops and an upstage cyclorama. The 
cyclorama is typically lit with strip lights from the top and bottom and occasionally side 
lit from cyclorama-specific lighting booms that can throw patterns and broad strokes of 
light across this upstage cyclorama. Lighting a cyclorama from the top and bottom with 
strip lights allows for gradient color across the back of the stage behind the performers 
and having a background/cyclorama behind the performers creates a more full stage 
picture for the audience to view.  Side stage lighting booms are rarely used for these 
shows because there is typically large moving scenery, which cannot enter or exit the 
stage if there are lighting positions on the floor blocking travel paths.  High sidelights 
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from side ladder lighting positions or electric battens above the stage are used for the 
purpose of being dimensional area lights divisible across the stage.  Lighting for musical 
theatre and opera is a very complicated style, which is frequently defined by the idea that 
more is better. There is such a thing as over-designing, so a designer needs to have a clear 
perspective on the scale of the production.  There is a saying in lighting design, “A good 
designer can do more with five lights than a bad lighting designer can with a hundred.” In 
conclusion, I choose to light The Three Musketeers using methodology typically applied 
to both proscenium and arena spaces. After outlining these conventions, I was able to 
move into the next step of my process. 
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Section 3: Research 
While deliberating the lighting design approach I found a few clear images of 
leaves and castles with varying color imagistic qualities that would be inspirational in 
creating my vision. The beginning image was a forest comprised of many casted shadows 
and shafts of light cutting through trees, which represented an idea I had for the foggy 
morning in Gascony (Figure 1-6). Next was an interesting sunset behind the silhouette of 
sparse trees in the foreground allowing for a less defined location reflective of the 
Montage scene of Act 2 Scene 1 (Figure 1-7). The third was a dark room with the only 
light source a large stained glass window that served as my initial design intention for the 
two convent scenes (Figure 1-8). The final photograph was of a palace exterior at night 
that developed my color palette and color ideas for the one night scene outside the palace 
(Figure 1-9). 
(Figure 1-6) 
 
(Figure 1-7) 
 
(Figure 1-9) 
 
(Figure 1-8) 
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 The next research photograph shows a blue background with linear trees breaking 
up the foreground that was a compositional idea for the Luxembourg Garden night scene 
(Figure 1-10). This top right photo represents a cold broken direction of light, which 
supported my design intent for the Siege of La Rochelle, an outside overcast day (Figure 
1-11). The bottom left photo shows the color quality, which I wanted to incorporate into 
the Cardinal’s Palace at night (Figure 1-12). The next picture represents a lighting idea 
for the Luxembourg Garden night scene (Figure 1-13).  
(Figure 1-10) 
 
(Figure 1-11) 
 
(Figure 1-13) 
 
(Figure 1-12) 
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 The top left image shows an idea for the lighting composition of all exterior day 
scenes (Figure 1-14). The next photo displays the color palette for the royal ballroom 
scene (Figure 1-15). The bottom left image shows an idea of how to light interior palace 
scenes (Figure 1-16). The last image has a stark overcast feel evocative of the cold 
quality and stylized accented lighting which inspired my design intention for the siege of 
La Rochelle Figure (1-17). These 12 images display the best research, which helped to 
communicate with the director. I showed him my research with the above listed ideas in 
mind. He was very receptive but my research only gave him an impression of what I had 
in mind for a few aspects of this production.  
(Figure 1-14) (Figure 1-15) 
(Figure 1-16) (Figure 1-17) 
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Section 4: Developmental Process 
 The next step in my process was to create light renderings. After presenting 
research, I felt this was the most concise way to communicate my lighting design ideas to 
the director.  By this time, the scenic design for The Three Musketeers was nearly 
finalized and a white model was created.  
Rendering Process 
 I took pictures of the model and imported them into Adobe Photoshop CS4 with 
the intention of creating digital light renderings.  At the beginning of the process creating 
light renderings in Photoshop is time consuming. After obtaining the model, I had to find 
a table to set it on in order to pose it for my camera which I had setup on a tripod in order 
to get a consistent vantage point for each photograph. There are two ways to take these 
photos: 1) setup a scene with the model and take a picture. This seems the easiest way but 
it creates major difficulties when it is time to edit the photo. 2) Take the model and 
separate each individual static or moving part then put them in front of a neutral 
background they are easy to photograph. Then add them together into one master 
document that allows the rendering process to be fast after editing. In addition the 
creation of one document with many elements allows for the renderer to easily change 
things in their document to create variations of a simple scene and display different ideas 
quickly. I elected to deconstruct the model and take pictures of each model piece 
according to my understanding of how they would be used for the production. Then I 
imported each photo into Photoshop CS4 in order to edit each individual element 
together. The process of editing took me several days, it was both tedious and I was a 
novice at creating light renderings with the software.  
 16 
Production Renderings 
 There are twenty-one scenes in this play, though some of them are presented 
multiple times. I created fifteen light renderings for this show. Each rendering was 
comprised of found images of people in different scenic setups or lighting moments. The 
first rendering was of my preshow lighting look (Figure 1-18).  Also, this look consists of 
a large Fleur de Lis gobo projected on the theatres red main curtain. The next one shows 
a subtle isolation in the center of the apron with light green gobo as the key light with an 
amber tone light to give the feeling of the outdoors in the morning (Figure 1-19).  The 
next rendering shows the Cardinals Palace at night, which I intended to light with an 
isolated pool of light blue and had a key lighting from stage right. The next lighting scene 
takes place in the street in the village and there are three different staging locations 
intended to be used for the distinction of different scenes in the village (Figure 1-21). My 
idea for this scene was to separate the stairs and elevated levels with a strongly accented 
wash of multi-directional warm side-light. The next rendering shows the use of colorless 
backlight, which create a bright sculpting of the figures, the Luxembourg Garden at 
midnight (Figure 1-22).  Displayed are deep blue tone lights and light blue pattern 
overlay to act as moonlight shooting through the trees. A large fight scene is staged in 
this location. To preserve actor safety when handling weapons this scene required more 
visibility than I would have preferred. This design intention had dim moonlight heavily 
textured with a subtle directional cool accent to sculpt the actors and scenery. The next 
photo illustrates one of my favorite lighting ideas. Because it was simple with a strong 
single candle-light colored source of light. The unused stage right playing space was then 
sculpted by a medium saturated blue down light (Figure 1-23). This proceeding image 
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shows a day scene in the interior of the Cardinals Palace with a strong amber key light 
from stage right (Figure 1-24). The next rendering was of a scene in the convent 
illuminated in a very general way with the dominant source of light coming through the 
arches serving as a backlight (Figure 1-25). The ninth rendering was a scene with various 
levels that locate The Three Musketeers all over France (Figure 1-26).  The intention of 
this rendering was to show the various places with isolations of different characters 
simultaneously, all with colorless high angled front lighting to distinguish the characters 
without losing facial visibility. Rendering ten occurs in Buckingham Palace where the 
Duke of Buckingham is being asked for the Queens necklace  (Figure 1-27), which has 
just been stolen by Milady de Winter. The Duke and D’artagnan decide to have another 
necklace made so D’artagnan can race back to France for the Royal Ball. This was an 
isolated scene that takes place mostly on stage left with a strong amber key light from 
that direction. The next rendering was the Royal Ball in which every character in the play 
would appear. This scene had a purple tone combined with amber side light to create a 
warm inviting lavender color reminiscent of candle light (Figure 1-28). The color quality 
both illuminates the elaborate costumes called for in the script and allows the audience to 
distinguish masks that each character wore to hide their identities. The twelfth rendering 
occurs immediately outside the palace ballroom where Milady and D’artagnan discuss 
their intentions towards each other (Figure 1-29). My design intent was to isolate them on 
the balcony in a dim cool pattern serving as moonlight through evening clouds. Then I 
composed the stage picture by overlaying a deep blue tone light to fill in shadows the 
pattern created. The rendering that follows shows the Battle of La Rochelle at a 
farmhouse on an overcast day. This scene had a stark and dreary feel (Figure 1-30). The 
 18 
backdrop was illuminated in a deep green to give a forest mood. The convent with a 
stained glass window is on display in the fourteenth rendering. It creates depth and draws 
the eye center stage (Figure 1-31).  Also the main direction of lighting in this scene was 
from back lighting providing accent and dimension to the character onstage. The final 
rendering shows the last scene as full stage with the primary acting space being down 
stage center (Figure 1-32). This location additionally has a very warm lighting quality 
that helps fortify the resolution of this plays action and overall happy ending.  I then used 
these renderings as a discussion tool to help further convey my ideas to the director. Due 
to my lack of rendering skills, I was unable to create some of the isolations I had intended 
for this production. Otherwise these renderings successfully demonstrated what I wanted 
to communicate to the director. 
 19 
 20 
 21 
Drafting and Paperwork 
While creating light renderings, I developed preliminary versions of my light plot 
and sectional drawings. After discussing renderings with the director I could then finalize 
both of these drawings. In order to make a light plot I needed full lighting instrument, 
color, and gobo inventories of the space. It took a few days to compile because there were 
no accurate ones existing in the venue prior to this production. I created these inventories 
using Microsoft Excel (Plate 1-1). Then using Vectorworks 2008, I created a sectional 
(Plate 1-2) and confronted the scenic designer about developing a schedule of scenery 
and masking that made the most sense. Agreeing on scenic locations and trim heights for 
scenic pieces I began the light plot (Plate 1-3), also with Vectorworks 2008. The light 
plot took me a few days because the inventory was very minimal. Also, because the set 
had two main pieces that were two story units moving into several configurations, a large 
portion of the lighting inventory was allotted to create systems of devisable washes 
across the entire space. The first systems plotted were two divisible side light systems 
able to isolate the entire stage into ten areas from each direction, a warm and a cool.  
I then divided the stage into nine areas of top light in two colors, also a warm and 
a cool. I had one front light system, which consisted of ten areas with a neutral color. One 
backlight system consisting of ten areas with a light blue. Two systems of patterns one 
with leaves and one with an amorphous gobo. The leaves had a light green color and the 
amorphous gobo had a light blue color used to represent moonlight. In addition, a full 
stage drop with large scale Fleur De Lis cutouts covered the back. In order to light these 
cutouts I illuminated the wall behind them and took into account the negative space 
visible to create different abstract color qualities. My intention was to light the back wall 
 22 
of the theatre from the top with the three primary colors of light: red, green, and blue. I 
then plotted lights for the bottom of the back wall with strip lights from the floor in four 
colors: red, green, blue, amber. I placed approximately twenty specials used to illuminate 
specific moments in the show outside of my standard systems of lights at various 
locations on the electrics and grid lighting positions. Afterwards I made my magic sheet 
(Plate 1-4) used as a key to begin cueing. After finishing the light plot, I exported the 
lighting data into Lightwright 5 to generate lighting paperwork. This lighting paperwork 
included: Channel Hookup (Plate 1-5), Instrument Schedule (Plate 1-6), Color Schedule 
(Plate 1-7), and a Cheat Sheet (Plate 1-8). I used this paperwork along with my lighting 
crew to hang, focus, and cue this show. 
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Utah State Inventory 
Date Updated: 3/3/11
By: Josh Wilson
Brand Instrument Lamp WattageCount Broken Special
ETC 50º Barrel 2
ETC 36º Barrel 8
ETC 26º Barrel 20
ETC 19º Barrel 4
ETC 10º Barrel 2
ETC Source 4 Body HPL 575 35 2
Altman 6x9 Axial EHG 750 15 2 1: Black Box
Altman 6x12 Axial EHG 750 24 15 4: Black Box
Altman 6x12 Radial EGG 750 1
Altman Zoom 30º-60º FEL 1000 18 2
Altman 14" Scoop DSE 1000 1
Strand Centuary 6x9 EGG 750 13 Black Box
Strand Centuary 2C Iris Cyc FFT 1000 1 Black Box
Strand Centuary 1C Iris Cyc FFT 1000 1 Black Box
Kliegl 8" ERS DWT 1000 8
Ariel Davis 8" Fresnel BVT 1000 22 3
Altman 6" Fresnel BTL 500 12 14
Berky Colortran MiniZoom EVR 500 2 Light Lab
Kleigl 3.5" ERS EHR 400 3 Light Lab
TOTAL 156 38
3C Cyc Strip 300 4
4C MiniStrip 71 4
Followspots 2
Escan 1 1
Roboscan Pro 218 1 1 Light Lab
LED Spots 5 Light Lab
LED Battens 2
LED Blacklights 2
(Plate 1-1) 
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(Plate 1-2) 
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CHANNEL HOOKUP Page 1 of 6
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musketeers
Channel Dm Position U# Purpose Inst Type & Access & Watt Color Gobo
(1) 20 FOH2 12 FL- DR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(2) 15 FOH2 11 FL- DRC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(3) 13 FOH2 10 FL- DC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(4) 44 FOH2 9 FL- DLC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(5) 37 FOH2 8 FL- DL Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(6) 61 FOH1 11 FL- MR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(7) 52 FOH1 10 FL- MRC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(8) 68 FOH1 9 FL- MC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(9) 60 FOH1 8 FL-MLC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(10) 55 FOH1 7 FL- ML Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R3202 -
(11) 5 FOH2 17 HSR- WDR Source 4 26deg+- 575w L151 -
1 " 19 HSR- WMR " " "
(12) 41 SR Ladder 1 HSR- WDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L151 -
(13) 40 SR Ladder 2 HSR- WMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L151 -
(14) 38 SR Ladder 3 HSR- WUC Source 4 26deg+- 575w L151 -
(15) 77 FOH1 15 HSR- WDL Source 4 26deg+- 575w L151 -
69 " 17 HSR- WML " " "
(16) 150 2nd Elec. 18 HSR- WMUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w L151 -
(17) 148 2nd Elec. 16 HSR- WMUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L151 -
(18) 162 3rd Elec. 14 HSR- WUUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w L151 -
(19) 160 3rd Elec. 12 HSR- WUUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L151 -
(21) 53 FOH1 1 HSL- WMR Source 4 26deg+- 575w L151 -
51 " 3 HSL- WDR " " "
(22) 73 SL Ladder 4 HSL- WDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L151 -
(23) 72 SL Ladder 6 HSL- WMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L151 -
(24) 70 SL Ladder 5 HSL- WUC Source 4 26deg+- 575w L151 -
(25) 3 FOH2 1 HSL- WML Source 4 26deg+- 575w L151 -
7 " 3 HSL- WDL " " "
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (1)  thru  (25)
(Plate 1-5) 
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(Plate 1-5) 
 
CHANNEL HOOKUP Page 2 of 6
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musketeers
Channel Dm Position U# Purpose Inst Type & Access & Watt Color Gobo
(26) 139 2nd Elec. 3 HSL- WMUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L151 -
(27) 115 2nd Elec. 1 HSL- WMUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w L151 -
(28) 153 3rd Elec. 3 HSL- WUUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L151 -
(29) 151 3rd Elec. 1 HSL- WUUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w L151 -
(31) 6 FOH2 16 HSR-CDR Source 4 26deg+- 575w L161 -
2 " 18 HSR-CMR " " "
(32) 43 SR Ladder 4 HSR-CDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L161 -
(33) 42 SR Ladder 6 HSR-CMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L161 -
(34) 39 SR Ladder 5 HSR-CUC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L161 -
(35) 78 FOH1 14 HSR-CDL Source 4 26deg+- 575w L161 -
76 " 16 HSR-CML " " "
(36) 149 2nd Elec. 17 HSR-CMUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w L161 -
(37) 147 2nd Elec. 15 HSR-CMUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L161 -
(38) 161 3rd Elec. 11 HSR-CUUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L161 -
" " 13 HSR-CUUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w " "
(41) 49 FOH1 2 HSL- C Source 4 26deg+- 575w L161 -
50 " 4 HSL- CDR " " "
(42) 75 SL Ladder 3 HSL- CDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L161 -
(43) 74 SL Ladder 2 HSL- CMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L161 -
(44) 71 SL Ladder 1 HSL- CUC Source 4 36deg+- 575w L161 -
(45) 4 FOH2 2 HSL- CML Source 4 26deg+- 575w L161 -
8 " 4 HSL- CDL " " "
(46) 140 2nd Elec. 4 HSL- CMUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L161 -
(47) 116 2nd Elec. 2 HSL- CMUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w L161 -
(48) 154 3rd Elec. 4 HSL- CUUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w L161 -
(49) 152 3rd Elec. 2 HSL- CUUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w L161 -
(51) 93 Grid 19 BX- WDR 6" Fres+- 750w R302 -
" " 22 " " " "
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (26)  thru  (51)
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CHANNEL HOOKUP Page 3 of 6
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musketeers
Channel Dm Position U# Purpose Inst Type & Access & Watt Color Gobo
(52) 82 Grid 10 BX- WDC 6" Fres+- 750w R302 -
104 " 13 " " " "
(53) 88 Grid 3 BX- W 6" Fres+- 750w R302 -
" " 6 BX- WDL " " "
(54) 107 Grid Beam 8 BX- WMRC 6" Fres+- 750w R302 -
" " 10 BX- WMR " " "
(55) 108 Grid Beam 6 BX- WMC 6" Fres+- 750w R302 -
(56) 98 Grid Beam 2 BX- WML 6" Fres+- 750w R302 -
" " 4 BX- WMLC " " "
(57) 144 2nd Elec. 12 BX- WURC 8" Fres+- 1kW R302 -
" " 14 BX- WUR " " "
(58) 142 2nd Elec. 10 BX- WUC 8" Fres+- 1kW R302 -
(59) 146 2nd Elec. 6 BX- WUL 8" Fres+- 1kW R302 -
" " 8 BX- WULC " " "
(61) 94 Grid 18 BX- BDR 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
" " 21 " " " "
(62) 81 Grid 8 BX- BDC 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
106 " 9 " " " "
(63) 85 Grid 2 BX- BDL 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
90 " 4 " " " "
(64) 105 Grid Beam 7 BX- BMRC 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
" " 9 BX- BMR " " "
(65) 99 Grid Beam 5 BX- BMC 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
(66) 87 Grid Beam 1 BX- BML 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
" " 3 BX- BMLC " " "
(67) 143 2nd Elec. 11 BX- BURC 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
" " 13 BX- BUR " " "
(68) 141 2nd Elec. 9 BX- BUC 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (52)  thru  (68)
(Plate 1-5) 
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CHANNEL HOOKUP Page 4 of 6
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musketeers
Channel Dm Position U# Purpose Inst Type & Access & Watt Color Gobo
(69) 145 2nd Elec. 5 BX- BUL 8" Fres+- 1kW LHt119 -
" " 7 BX- BULC " " "
(71) 125 1st Elec. 6 BX- LBDR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
(72) 120 1st Elec. 5 BX- LBDRC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
(73) 138 1st Elec. 4 BX- LBDC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
(74) 133 1st Elec. 3 BX- LBDLC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
(75) 126 1st Elec. 2 BX- LBDL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
(76) 157 3rd Elec. 9 BX- LBMRC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
" " 10 BX- LBMR " " "
(77) 159 3rd Elec. 7 BX- LBMC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
(78) 155 3rd Elec. 5 BX- LBML Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
" " 6 BX- LBMLC " " "
(81) 36 FOH2 15 PATT- LBDR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w L161 R7773
2
(82) 32 FOH2 13 PATT- LBDL Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w L161 R7773
2
(83) 67 FOH1 13 PATT- LBMR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w L161 R7773
2
(84) 63 FOH1 12 PATT- LBML Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w L161 R7773
2
(85) 95 Grid. 23 PATT- LBUC Source 4 50deg+- 575w L161 R7773
2
(86) 21 FOH2 6 PATT- GRDR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R388 R7777
4
(87) 16 FOH2 5 PATT- GRDL Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R388 R7777
4
(88) 54 FOH1 6 PATT- GRMR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R388 R7777
4
(89) 57 FOH1 5 PATT- GRML Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w R388 R7777
4
(90) 86 Grid. 1 PATT- GRUC Source 4 50deg+- 575w R388 R7777
4
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (69)  thru  (90)
(Plate 1-5) 
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CHANNEL HOOKUP Page 5 of 6
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musketeers
Channel Dm Position U# Purpose Inst Type & Access & Watt Color Gobo
(91) 178 4th Elec. A3 TOP CYC G EC-L+- 2kW R126 -
170 " B3 " " " "
180 " C3 " " " "
173 " D3 " " " "
(92) 172 4th Elec. A1 TOP CYC R EC-R+- 2kW R125 -
176 " B1 " " " "
175 " C1 " " " "
163 " D1 " " " "
(93) 177 4th Elec. A2 TOP CYC B EC-C+- 2kW R124 -
171 " B2 " " " "
179 " C2 " " " "
174 " D2 " " " "
(94) 192 GROUND
CYC
3 GROUND CYC A Altman R40 Strip+- 300w R127 -
" " 7 " " " "
" " 11 " " " "
" " A3 " " " "
(95) 191 GROUND
CYC
2 GROUND CYC G Altman R40 Strip+- 300w R126 -
" " 6 " " " "
" " 10 " " " "
" " A2 " " " "
(96) 190 GROUND
CYC
1 GROUND CYC B Altman R40 Strip+- 300w R125 -
" " 5 " " " "
" " 9 " " " "
" " A1 " " " "
(97) 189 GROUND
CYC
4 GROUND CYC R Altman R40 Strip+- 300w R124 -
" " 8 " " " "
" " 12 " " " "
" " A4 " " " "
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (91)  thru  (97)
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ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musketeers
Channel Dm Position U# Purpose Inst Type & Access & Watt Color Gobo
(98) 111 COVE 2 1 Tone- Blue 8" ERS+- 1kW R85 -
" " 2 " " " "
(99) 113 COVE 5 1 Tone- Lav 8" ERS+- 1kW R358 -
" " 2 " " " "
(101) 112 COVE 1 1 Tone- Tavern 8" ERS+- 1kW R09 -
(102) 35 FOH2 14 FL- SR Vom Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w R3202 -
(103) 91 Grid 20 BX- SR Vom 6" Fres+- 750w R302 -
(104) 110 COVE 4 1 Patt- Truss Source 4 26deg+- 575w L161 R7722
3
(105) 109 COVE 4 2 FL- Under Plat
CC
Source 4 19deg+- 575w NC -
(106) 84 Grid 15 SP- Cardinal
Palace
Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w R3202 -
(107) 79 Grid 7 SP- Palace
Garden
Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w R3202 -
(108) 96 Grid 17 SP- Cardinal SR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w R3202 -
(109) 80 Grid 14 SP- Muriac Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w R3202 -
(110) 103 Grid 16 SP- Treville
House
Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w R3202 -
(111) 137 3B Electric 1 SP Window Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w NC -
(112) 122 1st Elec. 1 SP Milady Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w NC -
(113) 114 COVE 3 1 Patt-Fluer De Lis Source 4 19deg+- 575w NC R7715
9
(114) 156 3rd Elec. 8 BX- NC 14" Scoop+- 1kW NC -
(116) 18 FOH2 7 FL- SL Vom Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w NC -
(117) 89 Grid 5 SP- All 4 One 8" Fres+- 1kW NC -
(120) 100 Grid 11 ESCAN Source 4 26deg+- 575w R3202 -
(121) 201 Grid 12 ESCAN Meteor Ellipscan+- - -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (98)  thru  (121)
(Plate 1-5) 
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INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE Page 1 of 8
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
FOH2
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 HSL- WML Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 3 (25)
2 HSL- CML Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 4 (45)
3 HSL- WDL Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 7 (25)
4 HSL- CDL Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 8 (45)
5 PATT- GRDL Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R388 R77774 16 (87)
6 PATT- GRDR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R388 R77774 21 (86)
7 FL- SL Vom Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - NC - 18 (116)
8 FL- DL Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 37 (5)
9 FL- DLC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 44 (4)
10 FL- DC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 13 (3)
11 FL- DRC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 15 (2)
12 FL- DR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 20 (1)
13 PATT- LBDL Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - L161 R77732 32 (82)
14 FL- SR Vom Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 35 (102)
15 PATT- LBDR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - L161 R77732 36 (81)
16 HSR-CDR Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 6 (31)
17 HSR- WDR Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 5 (11)
18 HSR-CMR Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 2 (31)
19 HSR- WMR Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 1 (11)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 FOH2
(Plate 1-6) 
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INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE Page 2 of 8
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
4th Elec.
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
A1 TOP CYC R EC-R+- 2kW - R125 - 172 (92)
A2 TOP CYC B EC-C+- 2kW - R124 - 177 (93)
A3 TOP CYC G EC-L+- 2kW - R126 - 178 (91)
B1 TOP CYC R EC-R+- 2kW - R125 - 176 (92)
B2 TOP CYC B EC-C+- 2kW - R124 - 171 (93)
B3 TOP CYC G EC-L+- 2kW - R126 - 170 (91)
C1 TOP CYC R EC-R+- 2kW - R125 - 175 (92)
C2 TOP CYC B EC-C+- 2kW - R124 - 179 (93)
C3 TOP CYC G EC-L+- 2kW - R126 - 180 (91)
D1 TOP CYC R EC-R+- 2kW - R125 - 163 (92)
D2 TOP CYC B EC-C+- 2kW - R124 - 174 (93)
D3 TOP CYC G EC-L+- 2kW - R126 - 173 (91)
3rd Elec.
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 HSL- WUUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L151 - 151 (29)
2 HSL- CUUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L161 - 152 (49)
3 HSL- WUUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L151 - 153 (28)
4 HSL- CUUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L161 - 154 (48)
5 BX- LBML Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 155 (78)
6 BX- LBMLC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 155 (78)
7 BX- LBMC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 159 (77)
8 BX- NC 14" Scoop+- 1kW - NC - 156 (114)
9 BX- LBMRC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 157 (76)
10 BX- LBMR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 157 (76)
11 HSR-CUUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L161 - 161 (38)
12 HSR- WUUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L151 - 160 (19)
13 HSR-CUUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L161 - 161 (38)
14 HSR- WUUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L151 - 162 (18)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 4th Elec.  thru  3rd Elec.
(Plate 1-6) 
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INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE Page 3 of 8
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
1st Elec.
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 SP Milady Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - NC - 122 (112)
2 BX- LBDL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 126 (75)
3 BX- LBDLC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 133 (74)
4 BX- LBDC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 138 (73)
5 BX- LBDRC Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 120 (72)
6 BX- LBDR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - R3202 - 125 (71)
FOH1
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 HSL- WMR Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 53 (21)
2 HSL- C Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 49 (41)
3 HSL- WDR Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 51 (21)
4 HSL- CDR Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 50 (41)
5 PATT- GRML Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R388 R77774 57 (89)
6 PATT- GRMR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R388 R77774 54 (88)
7 FL- ML Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 55 (10)
8 FL-MLC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 60 (9)
9 FL- MC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 68 (8)
10 FL- MRC Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 52 (7)
11 FL- MR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - R3202 - 61 (6)
12 PATT- LBML Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - L161 R77732 63 (84)
13 PATT- LBMR Lekozoom 25-50+- 600w - L161 R77732 67 (83)
14 HSR-CDL Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 78 (35)
15 HSR- WDL Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 77 (15)
16 HSR-CML Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 - 76 (35)
17 HSR- WML Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 69 (15)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 1st Elec.  thru  FOH1
(Plate 1-6) 
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INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE Page 4 of 8
ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
SR Ladder
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 HSR- WDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L151 - 41 (12)
2 HSR- WMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L151 - 40 (13)
3 HSR- WUC Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 38 (14)
4 HSR-CDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L161 - 43 (32)
5 HSR-CUC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L161 - 39 (34)
6 HSR-CMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L161 - 42 (33)
Grid
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
2 BX- BDL 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 85 (63)
3 BX- W 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 88 (53)
4 BX- BDL 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 90 (63)
5 SP- All 4 One 8" Fres+- 1kW - NC - 89 (117)
6 BX- WDL 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 88 (53)
7 SP- Palace Garden Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - R3202 - 79 (107)
8 BX- BDC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 81 (62)
9 BX- BDC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 106 (62)
10 BX- WDC 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 82 (52)
11 ESCAN Source 4 26deg+- 575w - R3202 - 100 (120)
12 ESCAN Meteor Ellipscan+- - - - 201 (121)
13 BX- WDC 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 104 (52)
14 SP- Muriac Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - R3202 - 80 (109)
15 SP- Cardinal Palace Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - R3202 - 84 (106)
16 SP- Treville House Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - R3202 - 103 (110)
17 SP- Cardinal SR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - R3202 - 96 (108)
18 BX- BDR 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 94 (61)
19 BX- WDR 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 93 (51)
20 BX- SR Vom 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 91 (103)
21 BX- BDR 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 94 (61)
22 BX- WDR 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 93 (51)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 SR Ladder  thru  Grid
(Plate 1-6) 
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ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
Grid Beam
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 BX- BML 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 87 (66)
2 BX- WML 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 98 (56)
3 BX- BMLC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 87 (66)
4 BX- WMLC 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 98 (56)
5 BX- BMC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 99 (65)
6 BX- WMC 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 108 (55)
7 BX- BMRC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 105 (64)
8 BX- WMRC 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 107 (54)
9 BX- BMR 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 105 (64)
10 BX- WMR 6" Fres+- 750w - R302 - 107 (54)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 Grid Beam
(Plate 1-6) 
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ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
2nd Elec.
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 HSL- WMUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L151 - 115 (27)
2 HSL- CMUSL Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L161 - 116 (47)
3 HSL- WMUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L151 - 139 (26)
4 HSL- CMUSR Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L161 - 140 (46)
5 BX- BUL 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 145 (69)
6 BX- WUL 8" Fres+- 1kW - R302 - 146 (59)
7 BX- BULC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 145 (69)
8 BX- WULC 8" Fres+- 1kW - R302 - 146 (59)
9 BX- BUC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 141 (68)
10 BX- WUC 8" Fres+- 1kW - R302 - 142 (58)
11 BX- BURC 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 143 (67)
12 BX- WURC 8" Fres+- 1kW - R302 - 144 (57)
13 BX- BUR 8" Fres+- 1kW - LHt119 - 143 (67)
14 BX- WUR 8" Fres+- 1kW - R302 - 144 (57)
15 HSR-CMUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L161 - 147 (37)
16 HSR- WMUSL Alt 360Q 6x12+- 750w - L151 - 148 (17)
17 HSR-CMUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L161 - 149 (36)
18 HSR- WMUSR Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - L151 - 150 (16)
SL Ladder
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 HSL- CUC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L161 - 71 (44)
2 HSL- CMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L161 - 74 (43)
3 HSL- CDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L161 - 75 (42)
4 HSL- WDC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L151 - 73 (22)
5 HSL- WUC Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L151 - 70 (24)
6 HSL- WMC Source 4 36deg+- 575w - L151 - 72 (23)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 2nd Elec.  thru  SL Ladder
(Plate 1-6) 
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ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
Grid.
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 PATT- GRUC Source 4 50deg+- 575w - R388 R77774 86 (90)
23 PATT- LBUC Source 4 50deg+- 575w - L161 R77732 95 (85)
COVE 2
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 Tone- Blue 8" ERS+- 1kW - R85 - 111 (98)
2 Tone- Blue 8" ERS+- 1kW - R85 - 111 (98)
COVE 1
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 Tone- Tavern 8" ERS+- 1kW - R09 - 112 (101)
COVE 5
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 Tone- Lav 8" ERS+- 1kW - R358 - 113 (99)
2 Tone- Lav 8" ERS+- 1kW - R358 - 113 (99)
COVE 4
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 Patt- Truss Source 4 26deg+- 575w - L161 R77223 110 (104)
2 FL- Under Plat CC Source 4 19deg+- 575w - NC - 109 (105)
COVE 3
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 Patt-Fluer De Lis Source 4 19deg+- 575w - NC R77159 114 (113)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 Grid.  thru  COVE 3
(Plate 1-6) 
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ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 4/13/11
Three Musket...
GROUND CYC
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 GROUND CYC B Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R125 - 190 (96)
2 GROUND CYC G Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R126 - 191 (95)
3 GROUND CYC A Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R127 - 192 (94)
4 GROUND CYC R Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R124 - 189 (97)
5 GROUND CYC B Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R125 - 190 (96)
6 GROUND CYC G Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R126 - 191 (95)
7 GROUND CYC A Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R127 - 192 (94)
8 GROUND CYC R Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R124 - 189 (97)
9 GROUND CYC B Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R125 - 190 (96)
10 GROUND CYC G Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R126 - 191 (95)
11 GROUND CYC A Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R127 - 192 (94)
12 GROUND CYC R Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R124 - 189 (97)
A1 GROUND CYC B Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R125 - 190 (96)
A2 GROUND CYC G Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R126 - 191 (95)
A3 GROUND CYC A Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R127 - 192 (94)
A4 GROUND CYC R Altman R40 Strip+- 300w - R124 - 189 (97)
3B Electric
U# Purpose Type & Acc & W Ck C# Color Gobo Gsi Dm Chan
1 SP Window Alt 360Q 6x9+- 750w - NC - 137 (111)
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 GROUND CYC  thru  3B Electric
(Plate 1-6) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
L161
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
FOH2 2 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- C (45) - -
FOH2 4 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- C (45) - -
FOH2 15 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR-C (31) - -
FOH2 17 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR-C (31) - -
3rd Elec. 2 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSL- C (49) - -
3rd Elec. 4 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSL- C (48) - -
3rd Elec. 11 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSR-C (39) - -
3rd Elec. 13 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSR-C (38) - -
1st Elec. 2 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSL- C (47) - -
1st Elec. 4 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSL- C (46) - -
1st Elec. 10 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSR-C (37) - -
1st Elec. 12 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSR-C (36) - -
FOH1 2 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- C (41) - -
FOH1 4 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- C (41) - -
FOH1 14 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR-C (35) - -
FOH1 16 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR-C (35) - -
SR Ladder 1 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR-C (33) - -
SR Ladder 2 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR-C (34) - -
SR Ladder 3 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR-C (32) - -
SL Ladder 1 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- C (43) - -
SL Ladder 2 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- C (44) - -
SL Ladder 3 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- C (42) - -
COVE 4 1 Source 4 19deg 575w Patt- Truss (104) - R77223
COVE 3 1 Source 4 19deg 575w Patt- Truss (104) - R77223
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 L161
(Plate 1-7) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
L151
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
FOH2 1 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- W (25) - -
FOH2 3 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- W (25) - -
FOH2 16 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR- W (11) - -
FOH2 18 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR- W (11) - -
3rd Elec. 1 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSL- W (29) - -
3rd Elec. 3 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSL- W (28) - -
3rd Elec. 12 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSR- W (19) - -
3rd Elec. 14 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSR- W (18) - -
1st Elec. 1 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSL- W (27) - -
1st Elec. 3 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSL- W (26) - -
1st Elec. 11 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w HSR- W (17) - -
1st Elec. 13 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w HSR- W (16) - -
FOH1 1 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- W (21) - -
FOH1 3 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- W (21) - -
FOH1 15 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR- W (15) - -
FOH1 17 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR- W (15) - -
SR Ladder 2 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR- W (13) - -
SR Ladder 3 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR- W (14) - -
SR Ladder 4 Source 4 26deg 575w HSR- W (12) - -
SL Ladder 1 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- W (22) - -
SL Ladder 5 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- W (23) - -
SL Ladder 6 Source 4 26deg 575w HSL- W (24) - -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 L151
(Plate 1-7) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
R125
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
4th Elec. A2 EC-C 2kW - (92) - -
4th Elec. B2 EC-C 2kW - (92) - -
4th Elec. C2 EC-C 2kW - (92) - -
4th Elec. D2 EC-C 2kW - (92) - -
Floor Cyc 2 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (96) - -
Floor Cyc 6 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (96) - -
Floor Cyc 10 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (96) - -
Floor Cyc A2 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (96) - -
R126
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
4th Elec. A3 EC-L 2kW - (91) - -
4th Elec. B3 EC-L 2kW - (91) - -
4th Elec. C3 EC-L 2kW - (91) - -
4th Elec. D3 EC-L 2kW - (91) - -
Floor Cyc 3 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (95) - -
Floor Cyc 7 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (95) - -
Floor Cyc 11 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (95) - -
Floor Cyc A3 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (95) - -
R124
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
4th Elec. A1 EC-R 2kW - (93) - -
4th Elec. B1 EC-R 2kW - (93) - -
4th Elec. C1 EC-R 2kW - (93) - -
4th Elec. D1 EC-R 2kW - (93) - -
Floor Cyc 1 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (97) - -
Floor Cyc 5 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (97) - -
Floor Cyc 9 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (97) - -
Floor Cyc A1 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (97) - -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 R125  thru  R124
(Plate 1-7) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
R3202
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
FOH2 7 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- DL (5) - -
FOH2 8 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- DLC (4) - -
FOH2 9 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- DC (3) - -
FOH2 10 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- DRC (2) - -
FOH2 11 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- DR (1) - -
FOH2 13 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w FL- SR Vom (102) - -
3rd Elec. 5 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBUL (78) - -
3rd Elec. 6 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBUL (78) - -
3rd Elec. 7 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBUC (77) - -
3rd Elec. 9 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBUR (76) - -
3rd Elec. 10 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBUR (76) - -
1st Elec. 5 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBDL (75) - -
1st Elec. 6 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBDLC (74) - -
1st Elec. 7 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBDC (73) - -
1st Elec. 8 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBDRC (72) - -
1st Elec. 9 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w BX- LBDR (71) - -
FOH1 7 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- UL (10) - -
FOH1 8 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- ULC (9) - -
FOH1 9 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- UC (8) - -
FOH1 10 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- URC (7) - -
FOH1 11 Lekozoom 25-50 600w FL- UR (6) - -
Grid 7 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w SP- Muriac (107) - -
Grid 11 Source 4 19deg 575w ESCAN (121) - -
Grid 14 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w SP- Palace Garden (109) - -
Grid 15 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w SP- Cardinal Palace (106) - -
Grid 16 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w SP- Treville House (110) - -
Grid 17 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w SP- Cardinal SR (108) - -
COVE 4 2 Source 4 10deg 575w FL- Under Plat CC (105) - -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 R3202
(Plate 1-7) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
NC
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
FOH2 12 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- LBDL (82) - R77732
FOH2 14 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- LBDR (81) - R77732
3rd Elec. 8 14" Scoop 1kW BX- NC (111) - -
FOH1 12 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- LBML (84) - R77732
FOH1 13 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- LBMR (83) - R77732
Grid 5 8" Fres 1kW SP- All 4 One (117) - -
Grid. 23 Source 4 50deg 575w PATT- LBUC (85) - R77732
R388
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
FOH2 5 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- GRDL (87) - R77774
FOH2 6 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- GRDR (86) - R77774
FOH1 5 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- GRML (89) - R77774
FOH1 6 Lekozoom 25-50 600w PATT- GRMR (88) - R77774
Grid. 1 Source 4 50deg 575w PATT- GRUC (90) - R77774
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 NC  thru  R388
(Plate 1-7) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
LHt119
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
Grid 2 8" Fres 1kW BX- BDL (63) - -
Grid 4 8" Fres 1kW BX- BDL (63) - -
Grid 8 8" Fres 1kW BX- BDC (62) - -
Grid 9 8" Fres 1kW BX- BDC (62) - -
Grid 18 8" Fres 1kW BX- BDR (61) - -
Grid 21 8" Fres 1kW BX- BDR (61) - -
Grid Beam 1 8" Fres 1kW BX- BML (66) - -
Grid Beam 3 8" Fres 1kW BX- BML (66) - -
Grid Beam 5 8" Fres 1kW BX- BMC (65) - -
Grid Beam 7 8" Fres 1kW BX- BMR (64) - -
Grid Beam 9 8" Fres 1kW BX- BMR (64) - -
2nd Elec. 1 8" Fres 1kW BX- BUL (69) - -
2nd Elec. 3 8" Fres 1kW BX- BUL (69) - -
2nd Elec. 5 8" Fres 1kW BX- BUC (68) - -
2nd Elec. 7 8" Fres 1kW BX- BUR (67) - -
2nd Elec. 9 8" Fres 1kW BX- BUR (67) - -
COVE 2 1 - Tone- Blue (98) - -
COVE 2 2 - Tone- Blue (98) - -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 LHt119
(Plate 1-7) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
R302
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
4th Elec. 1 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w Scenic BX- L (116) - -
4th Elec. 5 Alt 360Q 6x12 750w Scenic BX- R (112) - -
Grid 3 6" Fres 750w BX- W (53) - -
Grid 6 6" Fres 750w BX- WDL (53) - -
Grid 10 6" Fres 750w BX- WDC (52) - -
Grid 13 6" Fres 750w BX- WDC (52) - -
Grid 19 6" Fres 750w BX- WDR (51) - -
Grid 20 6" Fres 750w BX- SR Vom (103) - -
Grid 22 6" Fres 750w BX- WDR (51) - -
Grid Beam 2 6" Fres 750w BX- WML (56) - -
Grid Beam 4 6" Fres 750w BX- WML (56) - -
Grid Beam 6 6" Fres 750w BX- WMC (55) - -
Grid Beam 8 6" Fres 750w BX- WMR (54) - -
Grid Beam 10 6" Fres 750w BX- WMR (54) - -
2nd Elec. 2 8" Fres 1kW BX- WUL (59) - -
2nd Elec. 4 8" Fres 1kW BX- WUL (59) - -
2nd Elec. 6 8" Fres 1kW BX- WUC (58) - -
2nd Elec. 8 8" Fres 1kW BX- WUR (57) - -
2nd Elec. 10 8" Fres 1kW BX- WUR (57) - -
US Floor 3 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w Scenic BX- C (114) - -
-
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
Grid 12 Meteor Ellipscan - - -
- - - -
- - - -
R09
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
COVE 1 1 - Tone- Tavern (101) - -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 R302  thru  R09
(Plate 1-7) 
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THREE MUSKETEERS 3/4/11
THREE
R358
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
COVE 5 1 - Tone- Lav (99) - -
COVE 5 2 - Tone- Lav (99) - -
R18
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
COVE 6 1 - Tone- Amber (100) - -
COVE 6 2 - Tone- Amber (100) - -
R127
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
Floor Cyc 4 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (94) - -
Floor Cyc 8 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (94) - -
Floor Cyc 12 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (94) - -
Floor Cyc A4 Altman R40 Strip 300w Cyc Light (94) - -
R339
Position U# Instrument Type Watt Purpose Dm Chan Ac Gobo Gsi
4th Elec. 2 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w Scenic BX- LC (115) - -
4th Elec. 4 Alt 360Q 6x9 750w Scenic BX- RC (113) - -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 R358  thru  R339
(Plate 1-7) 
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ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 2/4/12
Three Musketeers
Lighting Designer: Josh Wilson
This is not a hookup or instrument schedule. Do not assume items on the same line relate to each other.
Channel Purpose Position Color
(1) FL- DR FOH2 R3202
(2) FL- DRC FOH2 R3202
(3) FL- DC FOH2 R3202
(4) FL- DLC FOH2 R3202
(5) FL- DL FOH2 R3202
(6) FL- MR FOH1 R3202
(7) FL- MRC FOH1 R3202
(8) FL- MC FOH1 R3202
(9) FL-MLC FOH1 R3202
(10) FL- ML FOH1 R3202
(11) HSR- WDR
HSR- WMR
FOH2 L151
(12) HSR- WDC SR Ladder L151
(13) HSR- WMC SR Ladder L151
(14) HSR- WUC SR Ladder L151
(15) HSR- WML
HSR- WDL
FOH1 L151
(16) HSR- WMUSR 2nd Elec. L151
(17) HSR- WMUSL 2nd Elec. L151
(18) HSR- WUUSR 3rd Elec. L151
(19) HSR- WUUSL 3rd Elec. L151
(20)
(21) HSL- WDR
HSL- WMR
FOH1 L151
(22) HSL- WDC SL Ladder L151
(23) HSL- WMC SL Ladder L151
(24) HSL- WUC SL Ladder L151
(25) HSL- WDL
HSL- WML
FOH2 L151
(26) HSL- WMUSR 2nd Elec. L151
(27) HSL- WMUSL 2nd Elec. L151
(28) HSL- WUUSR 3rd Elec. L151
(29) HSL- WUUSL 3rd Elec. L151
(30)
(31) HSR-CDR
HSR-CMR
FOH2 L161
(32) HSR-CDC SR Ladder L161
(33) HSR-CMC SR Ladder L161
(34) HSR-CUC SR Ladder L161
Channel Purpose Position Color
(35) HSR-CML
HSR-CDL
FOH1 L161
(36) HSR-CMUSR 2nd Elec. L161
(37) HSR-CMUSL 2nd Elec. L161
(38) HSR-CUUSR
HSR-CUUSL
3rd Elec. L161
(39)
(40)
(41) HSL- CDR
HSL- C
FOH1 L161
(42) HSL- CDC SL Ladder L161
(43) HSL- CMC SL Ladder L161
(44) HSL- CUC SL Ladder L161
(45) HSL- CDL
HSL- CML
FOH2 L161
(46) HSL- CMUSR 2nd Elec. L161
(47) HSL- CMUSL 2nd Elec. L161
(48) HSL- CUUSR 3rd Elec. L161
(49) HSL- CUUSL 3rd Elec. L161
(50)
(51) BX- WDR Grid R302
(52) BX- WDC Grid R302
(53) BX- WDL
BX- W
Grid R302
(54) BX- WMR
BX- WMRC
Grid Beam R302
(55) BX- WMC Grid Beam R302
(56) BX- WMLC
BX- WML
Grid Beam R302
(57) BX- WURC
BX- WUR
2nd Elec. R302
(58) BX- WUC 2nd Elec. R302
(59) BX- WUL
BX- WULC
2nd Elec. R302
(60)
(61) BX- BDR Grid LHt119
(62) BX- BDC Grid LHt119
(63) BX- BDL Grid LHt119
(64) BX- BMRC
BX- BMR
Grid Beam LHt119
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (1)  thru  (64)
(Plate 1-8) 
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ThreeMusketeers4-13-11 2/4/12
Three Musketeers
This is not a hookup or instrument schedule. Do not assume items on the same line relate to each other.
Channel Purpose Position Color
(65) BX- BMC Grid Beam LHt119
(66) BX- BML
BX- BMLC
Grid Beam LHt119
(67) BX- BURC
BX- BUR
2nd Elec. LHt119
(68) BX- BUC 2nd Elec. LHt119
(69) BX- BUL
BX- BULC
2nd Elec. LHt119
(70)
(71) BX- LBDR 1st Elec. R3202
(72) BX- LBDRC 1st Elec. R3202
(73) BX- LBDC 1st Elec. R3202
(74) BX- LBDLC 1st Elec. R3202
(75) BX- LBDL 1st Elec. R3202
(76) BX- LBMRC
BX- LBMR
3rd Elec. R3202
(77) BX- LBMC 3rd Elec. R3202
(78) BX- LBML
BX- LBMLC
3rd Elec. R3202
(79)
(80)
(81) PATT- LBDR FOH2 L161
(82) PATT- LBDL FOH2 L161
(83) PATT- LBMR FOH1 L161
(84) PATT- LBML FOH1 L161
(85) PATT- LBUC Grid. L161
(86) PATT- GRDR FOH2 R388
(87) PATT- GRDL FOH2 R388
(88) PATT- GRMR FOH1 R388
(89) PATT- GRML FOH1 R388
(90) PATT- GRUC Grid. R388
(91) TOP CYC G 4th Elec. R126
(92) TOP CYC R 4th Elec. R125
(93) TOP CYC B 4th Elec. R124
(94) GROUND CY... GROUN... R127
(95) GROUND CY... GROUN... R126
(96) GROUND CY... GROUN... R125
(97) GROUND CY... GROUN... R124
(98) Tone- Blue COVE 2 R85
(99) Tone- Lav COVE 5 R358
(100)
Channel Purpose Position Color
(101) Tone- Tavern COVE 1 R09
(102) FL- SR Vom FOH2 R3202
(103) BX- SR Vom Grid R302
(104) Patt- Truss COVE 4 L161
(105) FL- Under Pl... COVE 4 NC
(106) SP- Cardinal ... Grid R3202
(107) SP- Palace G... Grid R3202
(108) SP- Cardinal Grid R3202
(109) SP- Muriac Grid R3202
(110) SP- Treville H... Grid R3202
(111) SP Window 3B Electric NC
(112) SP Milady 1st Elec. NC
(113) Patt-Fluer De COVE 3 NC
(114) BX- NC 3rd Elec. NC
(115)
(116) FL- SL Vom FOH2 NC
(117) SP- All 4 One Grid NC
(118)
(119)
(120) ESCAN Grid R3202
(121) ESCAN Grid -
Josh Wilson / Lightwright 5 (65)  thru  (121)
(Plate 1-8) 
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Section 5: Implementation and Technical Process 
While I created the light plot and paperwork I also created my cue list. The cue 
list (Plate 1-9) consisted of every lighting change I felt was relevant to the script. My 
process is to create a preliminary cue list from the script, then imagine any possibilities of 
isolations and stage pictures.  I begin to attend rehearsals because lighting needs to view 
the action in rehearsal, which is the easiest way for me to get an idea about directorial 
intention. The Three Musketeers is a show with scenery that it needs to flow seamlessly. 
Transitions need to be quick with visual interest. This show also moves from one location 
to another with a few steps of a character. I establish most lighting cues with actor 
movement rather than by lines spoken (Example: D’artagnan will cross to stage right in 
cue 47 the tavern light, then as he will walk to the stage right stair and light cue 48 would 
execute. These cues go as he exits the tavern and immediately appears on the street to be 
kidnapped).  The cue list, created using Microsoft Excel, consists of 75 cues in the first 
act and another 75 cues in the second act. I began the cue numbers with Cue 1 at the start 
of the first act and my last cue of the first act was Cue 68, then during intermission I 
jumped to Cue 200, began the second act with Cue 201 and the final light cue of the show 
was light Cue 270. The next part of the process was leading the electrics department in 
finishing the hang. I was very hands on during this process do to not having a master 
electrician. However most of my expertise lies in this area. So, I used this opportunity to 
give less skilled workers tasks that would build their confidence. During focus, I sent one 
student to the light board, two to the catwalk, and one person on scaffolding, and then I 
would call to them keeping them on task. I have run enough lighting focuses in my career 
that it does not require much thought to guide a crew, plus I can have multiple things 
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going on concurrently. I set up my lighting systems so that the second number always 
indicates the focus of the lights (Example: 11,21,31,41 all focus down right). The way I 
grouped systems was by color, and those colors were additionally grouped in numerical 
banks (Example: 21-30 are light blue high sides, 51-60 are amber down lights).  Those 
two techniques made it so I could know my focus areas without having to frequently refer 
to paperwork, which could become tedious and time consuming during focus. 
After finishing the lighting install I had a full week before the production started 
technical rehearsals. When I begin cueing I typically dictate to a light board operator so I 
can watch the stage and view the full picture I am trying to compose. This production 
was very much like some of the independent design I have done, where I was the lighting 
designer, master electrician, light board programmer, and the entire lighting crew. 
However, I did have a crew to help hang and focus. I had two people assigned as assistant 
lighting designer and master electrician but neither were available to help. Additionally, I 
am a faster lighting programmer than most operators, especially the unskilled students we 
typically have in those positions.  However, if I have operators, I can teach them how to 
program and build their skill level making it a possibility for them to contribute when 
similar opportunities arise in the future. This also didn’t present me with the possibility of 
mentorship, both being mentored or being able to mentor another student. I could teach 
them skills that could help them grow as theatre artisans. The lighting console that I used 
for this production on was Horizon, a PC based console that was outdated in the late 
1990s. This console was fine to design on but did not allow for a growth experience as a 
programmer, while being perfectly functional, it did not require a learning curve to grasp 
the abilities of the console. The frequent reason for a lighting designer to program their 
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own lighting cues is to gain familiarity on a new lighting console; a designer 
programming themselves is often a hindrance to their design process. The lighting 
designer needs to be concerned with the creation of their vision and not with the 
intensities or key strokes are occurring at the console. A phrase that I will frequently tell 
a programmer is to grab a certain channel or group of channels on the wheel and roll 
them up or down. This statement captures a few lights and I can look at the way they fall 
on stage, whether on the floor, on an actor, or on a scenic element. Then this operator can 
roll the wheel until the captured lights look right. Lighting design is about creating a look 
and sculpting each moment of a play. For example, a film director storyboards the scenes 
they are going to film, showing the intention of each moment. This gives them a direction 
for each look. The rendering process of stage lighting is the equivalent of storyboarding. 
The goal in stage lighting is to tell a story, but more importantly to visually communicate 
a duality between the worlds of this story, by indicating conflict, peace, struggle, 
compassion, and turmoil in a simple pose using the direction of light to compose every 
individual moment before and after. This combination of the individual moments created 
a structure that told the story. 
 At this point, a week before tech the set was not done. The theatre floor had been 
painted with an elaborate cobble stone treatment across the apron and full depth of the 
stage. I could only imagine what the scenery looked like and had to guess where the light 
would fall on each piece. Needless to say the process of creating light cues was very 
imaginative. I had to make assumptions about where scenery would be used based on 
drafting and directorial discussions. Groundplans and sectionals are key drawings to the 
lighting design process. When I created the light plot I understood there would be two 
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large arches, one on lineset 5 and one on lineset 9. I moved an entire system of sidelight 
and devoted lights behind the arches to create a distinct silhouette of shafts of light 
through a fixed scenic structure. I also defined my trim heights, focus heights, and use of 
instruments based on the distances agreed upon in the sectional study and lineset 
schedule, which I created.  
The technical process for The Three Musketeers was very quick for me. I wrote 
lighting cues on Sunday, April 3rd. I added lights to a rehearsal on Tuesday, April 5th, 
which was a full run through of the show missing a few scenic pieces. We then had our 
first scene shift rehearsal on Wednesday, April 6th we ran with lights. Then the evening 
of Friday, April 8th we had our first technical rehearsal that started around 6:30pm and 
ran until 1:30am. During this rehearsal I fixed some cues and took whatever notes could 
not be addressed during rehearsal. We began dress rehearsal on Monday, April 11th and 
this was the first rehearsal I had a board operator. Before this rehearsal I created a 
procedural lighting checklist (Plate 1-10) to give the light board operator.  During 
rehearsal I took a lot of notes because it was the first introduction of costumes. In 
addition this was the first performance that the two large scenic units had any paint on 
them. The paint acted to reduce all the reflected light off these pieces but it also changed 
the way every scene looked. One very big development occurred with the further 
completion of scenery; one of the large units had a half arch piece that stood at about 18 
feet high and kind of looked like a giant curved horn similar to that of a unicorn (Figure 
1-33). This “unicorn horn” caught so much light that I had to go back through all my 
lighting cues and remove the lights that hit this unit.  
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  These two arch pieces, when installed were placed ten feet upstage of the agreed 
upon location. Also these arches were consolidated into one solid wall that was in a 
location very problematic to light. I had no position in the air or on the floor to add 
dimension to them. The decision to make the arches one solid piece did help me because 
it eliminated them from being used in any scenes aside from the two convent scenes. 
They were intended to be major entrance locations for several scenes, however they were 
moved so far upstage that they were no longer in a good location for audience sightlines.   
There was supposed to be a constructed drop upstage consisting of large cut out Fleur de 
Lis but this drop did not appear until 2nd dress rehearsal on Tuesday, April 12. The drop 
looked very interesting but created a problem. Because of the material used and the way 
it was painted causes the drop absorb any bounce light reflected off other objects on 
stage. Any time I used front lights to balance shadows on the faces of actors, I would 
illuminate the large Fleur De Lis wall distracting from the current scene. The director 
only wanted this drop prominent when the characters were in the palace or in the 
presence of French Royalty, which only comprised ten scenes of the show. The only 
exception to this convention took place in the second convent scene where there was a 
flown stained glass window (Figure 1-34) that looked great in front of the illuminated 
Fleur De Lis drop. Again, the stained glass window was not constructed until final dress 
rehearsal so I was not able to light it until that point. Since the arches were moved 
upstage the window was moved even further upstage, this took away any ideal lighting 
angles. However, I was able to illuminate the window because I had an epiphany that 
gave me an odd position to light this scenic piece. I took one of the unused pipes upstage 
and added a backlight to it for this window, but it very steep position and created an odd 
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cast shadow on the floor. After all of the chaos that surrounded the process of getting a 
window, it looked great. My favorite created lighting moments in this production: the 
Tavern (Figure 1-35), the All For One final tableau (Figure 1-36), the Montage (Figure 1-
37), the Village at Mauriac (Figure 1-38), and postshow as the audience exited (Figure 1-
39).  
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Three Musketeers
Lighting Cues
4/13/11
1 of 3
Cue PG Purpose Line or Action
1 11 Preshow W/ House Full House ready to open
2 11 House Half With curtain speech
3 11 Blackout/ House Out With start of show
4 11 Lights on apron After curtain is out, Dart on stage
5 11 Full Stage A1:1 Unit is in place
6 14 Add UR Horse "Neigh"
7 14 Add US Sabine Enters
8 16 Reduce US Father Exits
9 17 Transition FL out Sabine/ Dart Exit
FOL 10 17 Transition to night Unit begins to rotate
11 17 Low stairs CS Night A1:2 Scene Set
12 19 Add Top plat Athos "Follow Me"
13 19 Transition FL out Cardinal "I really hate them"
FOL 14 19 Transition to Mauriac 2nd Unit rolls on
15 20 Mauriac SR A1:3 Scene Set
16 21 Add Top plat Rochefort enters
17 21 reduce top plat Dart "Hey You there"/ Roche off top plat
18 24 Iso to SR Vom Milady "…and follow me"
19 24 Transition FL out Dart "She's so beautiful"
20 24 Treville top plat and SL Stairs A1:4 Scene set
22 25 Add Floor SL/ Top Plat out Aramis "That’s not exactly"
23 30 Add UL for Rochefort X Treville "… You listening to me"
24 30 X Fade top plat UR Iso Dart "Ill Call again" (Transition)
25 30 Street SR-SC w/ SR Patts A1:5 Scene Set
26 32 Street SC-SL Athos "…Church for the funeral"
27 34 Add SR Dart "… if I get lucky"
28 35 Reduce SR-SC Dart "Achoo!"/ X to SL
29 36 Add SC/ Grow Sabine Enters
30 38 Add SR/ FS Dart "Stay behind me"
31 39 reduce SC-SL Dart "are you alright"
32 40 Transition FL out Dart "behind the Luxembourg"
33 40 Add SL Patts Unit rotates
34 41 Iso SL Vom A1:6 Scene Set
35 42 Add top plat/ rest of CS Cardinal enters/ is noticed
36 43 SL Vom / Top Plat out Cardinal "… Buckingham fellow"
37 45 Grow to FS/ brighten Constance Enters
38 47 Transition FL out Cardinal "Good"
FOL 39 47 Night/ SR Patts Unit Rotates
40 47 DL-DLC A1:7 Scene Set
41 49 Full DS Porthos/ Aramis Enter
42 49 Brighten Dart "if your ready"
43 50 Grow FS and plats Dart "I hope to prove some day"
44 54 Reduce to DCR and DL Porthos "That usually works"
44.5 54 Blackout End Scene
FOL 45 55 Transition FL out Dart "…I was going to say"
46 55 Tavern SL A1:8 Scene Set
47 57 Add DC Dart X's to DC
(Plate 1-9) 
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Three Musketeers
Lighting Cues
4/13/11
2 of 3
48 58 Iso DC/ DCL Athos X's to Dart for Story
49 60 Restore Stage Sabine "hey, hey, hey"
50 61 XF Night Street/ Tavern out Dart X's to SR
51 62 Transition FL out Milady "this way gentlemen"
FOL 52 62 Transition to Day Unit begins to rotate
53 62 Iso Top Plat A1:9 Scene Set
54 62 Add Stairs/ Floor CS King exits laughing
55 62 Top plat out Cardinal off platfom
56 64 Boost CS Dart brought onstage
57 66 SP on dart Dart tied to 2nd SR Post 
58 66 Build DRC-DLC/ Stairs Sophie (Milady) Enters
59 69 Restore Q55 Dart "God bless you"
60 70 Transition FL out Cardinal "…Masterpiece to finish"
61 71 Stairs Dim, DC-DCL A1:10 Scene Set
62 72 Brighten Add Stairs, DCR-DCL Debris "Lets Do it"
63 72 Transition FL out Athos "this way"
64 73 FS Convent A1:11 Scene Set
65 77 Iso DC Athos "you what this means"
66 77 Blackout Sabine "and one for all"
67 77 Intermission/ House at Full When actors off stage
68 78 House Half When house is closed
200 78 Blackout/ House Out When SM is ready
201 79 Iso Musk Top Plat When A2:1 Scene Set
203 79 Iso out/King DRC Musketeers "One for All"
207 79 Milady Top Plat/ Grow Space Milady Top Plat
209 80 Balance Stage Queen SP out Queen Exits
210 80 Milady SP out stair elbow up Milady X down to Cardinal
212 80 SP's out ambience on fighting Milady Exits
214 80 DCR w/ SL PATT Cardinal X's off plat/ King Speaks
215 83 Under Plat SP Constance appears
216 83 ML XF to Queen SL
217 84 Transition FL out/ SR Patt up Queen "be careful"
218 84 Plat Top A2:2  Scene Set
219 85 Transition FL out/ SR Patt up Milady "without delay"
220 86 DR Vom A2:3 Scene Set
221 86 Top Plat Musketeers "Agreed"
222 87 MR Tavern light Cardinal "Was?"
223 90 Top Plat Athos "skip the wine"
224 90 SC-SL Cardinal "Oh shut up"
225 91 Top Plat Porthos "Just get out of here"
226 92 DR Vom- DL Vom dim/ Patts Rochefort "No"
227 93 Transition FL out Athos "...Go, go, go"
227.5 93 Milady SP A2:4 Scene Set
227.6 93 Milady SP Milady X down stairs
228 94 SL using Tavern Tone Milady off
229 96 Transition FL out Duke "...Queen is lost"
230 96 Purple Tone Unit begins to rotate
231 96 FS for Dance A2:5 Scene Set
(Plate 1-9) 
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Three Musketeers
Lighting Cues
4/13/11
3 of 3
232 96 Boost DR Cardinal "Rochefort"
233 98 FS for Dance CC Cardinal "I Love being king"
234 100 Boost SL Stairs elbow Constance Enters
235 100 XF MR focus King "What, What's this"
236 101 XF CS Focus Constance "...Theres still time"
237 102 XF MR focus Queen Exits
238 102 FS King "what do you mean got away?"
239 103 XF SL focus King "one, two, three, four"
240 104 FS w/ stairs, top plat Sabine "ohhhhhhh"
241 106 Reduce Plats, Boost DCR-DCL Aramis "Come with me darling"
242 107 Transition FL out King "How marvelous"
243 107 Tone purple out/ SR Patt up Unit rotates
244 108 Plat top A2:6 Scene Set
245 110 add landing X Down to landing
246 110 add floor/ top plat out X Down to floor
247 111 Transition FL out Dart "Ill kill you"
248 111 reduce to dim HSRB/ SR Patt Unit rotates
249 111 Vom SR A2:7 Scene Set
250 112 Transition/ Vom out Athos "...cover our backs"
251 112 DCR- DCL Scene Set
252 115 Add Doorway Athos appears in doorway
253 118 Transition FL out Porthos "Stay with him"
254 118 BL printing window A2:9 Scene Set
254.1 118 FDS Convent FOLLOW Q254
255 125 FS/ Boost DC Constance "Ill be alright"
256 127 Focus CS/SL Milady "...better taste in men"
257 127 FS Sabine "…Trying to kill me"
258 128 SP DC on Constance Dart "Constance"
259 128 Restore DCR-DCL Athos "…It shouldn't have ended…"
259.5 128 Blackout Athos "don’t be a fool"
260 129 Transition FL out After Constance clear
FOL 261 129 SL Patts/ W BX Unit rotates
262 129 Vom SR-DCL A2:10 Scene Set
263 134 Focus to SCR-SCL Treville "well kneel, kneel"
264 134 Iso DC All "amen"
265 135 Restore Q263 Dart "Life is an adventure"
266 136 SL SP Porthos "wait"
267 136 Blackout Sabine "Charge"
268 137 Curtain Call Curtain Call
269 137 Blackout After Curtain Call
270 137 Postshow w/ House Full After Blackout
(Plate 1-9) 
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Three Musketeers Lighting 
Preshow Checklist 
4/14/11 
 
• Turn on House Lights, work lights, and booth lights. 
• Turn on computer (pressing the blue button on front of 
tower) 
• When computer has finished booting up; open: THREE 
MUSKETEERS FINAL.hzn (icon is located in the center 
of the desktop) 
• Then  (at computer) Go to Cue 0.5 by pressing the 
space bar, This cue will go into a warm-up cue bring up 
all lights at 30%. Leave this cue up for a minute.  
• Then Go to Cue 0 which will blackout the stage. 
• Go Backstage and turn on 4 cliplights:  
o 1 Blue beside Shakespeare unit Stage Left behind 
the proscenium. 
o 2 Red upstage Left offstage of Black Tab curtain 
attached to lighting storage racks. 
o 1 Blue Stage right behind the proscenium, beside 
prop table. 
• Put Ice in the 2 upstage Fog machines (Ice will be in 
freezer in Matt’s office) Do not take ice out of bags. 
• Turn on all 3 Fog machines: 1 Up Left, 1 Up Right, and 
1 Down right in Vom. 
• Test Up stage fog machines by: Channel 
131@100%(Home Key), After you see fog then take 
out by: Channel 131@out (End Key). 
• Test Stage Right Vom fog machine by: Channel 
132@100%(Home Key), After you see fog then take 
out by: Channel 132@out (End Key). 
• BEFORE YOU OPEN THE HOUSE!!! Go to Cue 1 (which is 
preshow) and turn off the work lights and booth lights. 
 
 
Postshow Checklist 
• After House is clear, Turn on work lights and booth 
lights. 
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• Turn off all 3 fog machines and all 4 Cliplights 
• Take Ice out of 2 upstage fog machines and put it back 
in the freezer in Matt’s office. Do not take ice out of 
bags. 
• Then Go to Cue 0 which will blackout the stage. 
• Exit Horizon (FILE>CLOSE)(YES). 
• Shutdown Computer (like any other PC). 
• Turn off House lights, work lights, and booth lights 
when you leave. 
(Plate 1-10) 
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Section 6: Lighting Design Evaluation 
Overall this was a good experience, in creating this artistic vision I got to work 
collaboratively with several other talented theatre artisans. The director brought in a 
unique perspective derived from the world of film and a cinematic style of visualization. 
This process was a good first design project at Utah State University. The experience of 
designing light for this large ! thrust venue made me aware of how cautious I can be 
with the process of lighting design, which requires that a chance be taken at creating 
something artistic and beautiful. The creation of theatrical lighting compositions that help 
to visually define a theatre production is an art that requires commitment. I feel that I 
created a quality lighting plot and series of lighting looks, but overall this was deficient in 
its specific design. The decision from all collaborative areas to create a general feel 
relating to France was a good instinct. However the final product did not quite tie all of 
its elements together. The lighting was more general creating two basic lighting qualities 
of warm and cool, which work to distinguish time of day.  Having stepped away, the 
overall lighting design seems very non-specific. The color qualities created a fine looking 
production but I feel through the use of different patterns and more specific isolated 
moments I could have better defined each location. The interior palace scene could have 
benefitted from different window patterns to indicate time of day and the light falling 
over the steps and the scenic levels would have added texture to each of the looks. I feel 
this project needed more texture and the qualities of light were a little too “washy”, 
additional patterns would have counteracted the washes and broken up the stage. The 
process of The Three Musketeers gave me confidence to approach future endeavors.  
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Section 1: Pre-Production 
The pre-production process for Proof was a simple but concise series of events. 
When I applied for a graduate program, I had the intention of using my experience as a 
professional theatre electrician to market myself and address my deficiency in other 
technical areas. In my first semester of study, I worked as the master carpenter in the 
scene shop. I asked for as many projects of staff Technical Director would allow. I 
drafted some scenery for my first show, The Cripple of the Inishman, as part of this 
growth process. I also led the daily operation of the scene shop, guiding students and 
managing projects for the department’s season. During this experience I discovered that I 
was capable of working as a technical director. I used this confidence to get a job in the 
same position at the Utah Festival Opera Company (UFOC). The opera exposed me to 
various materials and construction methods I did not otherwise get at the University. In 
the months (including a summer season) I worked for UFOC, I was able to learn enough 
from the technical staff to ask Utah State University if I could act as technical director for 
a production.  
The duties of a technical director at Utah State University start by receiving 
complete drafting from the scenic designer. Next, the technical director must sit down 
with this documentation and put together a cost estimate for the build. Once a budget is in 
place, the next step is to discuss with the production manager the advantages or 
disadvantages of different materials and construction techniques that effect the creation 
of this design. After all of this discussion, the technical director will survey the existing 
materials in the shop and start to draft the construction drawings. Different productions 
require a varying amount of time to accomplish the drafting process. The ideal drafting 
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process should take place before any construction has begun in order to hand a shop staff 
a complete set of construction drawings to increase the efficiency of the build. Then a 
priority list would be made, so that scenery in the order needed (Example: typically 
platforms are needed before walls because the actors are always walking on the 
platforms, or walls are needed before ceiling pieces because actors rarely interact with 
things above their heads). For ease of the crews during the construction process, the paint 
crew has to be informed about when they will have scenery to paint and the painting 
typically happens before load-in. The technical director would then create a load-in 
schedule and plan of action to install the scenery. These steps are set up to make sure all 
questions have been addressed before technical rehearsal. 
Proof was directed by Adrianne Moore and staged in the Black Box Theatre at 
Utah State University. The performance dates were September 22- October 1 2011 
making it the first show of the 2011-12 season. One of the problems the technical director 
faces for the first show was that classes did not start until August 29th, and the build could 
take up to two weeks. I received the final set of drafting for this show on the first day of 
classes from the Scenic Designer, graduate student Milinda Weeks. I had two days to 
create a cost estimate (Plate 2-1), which I turned in on Wednesday, August 31st.  The first 
cost estimate accounted for the expense of building the show out of new materials. I 
created a secondary cost estimate (Plate 2-2), which took the original estimate and 
subtracted materials and stock scenery that we already had. This second estimate would 
save a few hundred dollars, allowing this to be built for much less than the $1000 I had 
budgeted. My final step in preproduction was to draft construction drawings before the 
build began on Friday, September 2nd.  
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By: Josh Wilson Proof
TD Estimate
New Materials
 8/31/11
Scenic Piece Material Quantity  Indiv. Price Total Cost
Platforming 2x4x16' Pine 14 4.60 64.40
4x8x3/4" Ply 7 17.97 125.79
Legs 2x4x16' Pine 12 4.60 55.20
Stairs 2x4x16' Pine 1 4.60 4.60
4x8x3/4" Ply 4 17.97 71.88
Fence 1x4x16' Pine 1 5.33 5.33
1x6x16' Pine 2 8.40 16.80
2x4x16' Pine 1 4.60 4.60
Walls 1x4x16' Pine 15 5.33 79.95
4x8x1/4" Luan 7 11.25 78.75
Window 2x4x16' Pine 3 4.60 13.80
Door Hard 4x8x1/4" Luan 2 11.25 22.50
2x4x16' Pine 4 4.60 18.40
Door Screen 2x4x16' Pine 2 4.60 9.20
48"x25' Roll Screen 1 19.49 19.49
Bricks 4x8x3/4" Celetex 7 10.95 76.65
Latice work 2'x8' La!ice 3 12.97 38.91
1x10x8' Pine 3 8.75 26.25
Posts 2x6x10' Pine 6 7.18 43.08
2x4x16' Pine 6 4.60 27.60
4x8x1/4" Luan 6 11.25 67.50
4x8x3/4" Celetex 1 10.95 10.95
2"x10' PVC 2 6.45 12.90
Roof 4x8x2" Foam 3 23.58 70.74
4x8x1/4" Luan 2 11.25 22.50
4x8x3/4" Ply 2 17.97 35.94
1023.71
1x4x16' Pine 16
1x6x16' Pine 2
1x10x8' Pine 3
2x4x16' Pine 43
2x6x10' Pine 6
4x8x3/4" Ply 13
4x8x3/4" Celetex 8
4x8x1/4" Luan 17
4x8x2" Foam 3
48"x25' Roll Screen 1
2'x8' La!ice 3
2"x10' PVC 2
(Plate 2-1) 
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By: Josh Wilson Proof
TD Estimate
Minus Stock
9/2/11
Scenic Piece Material Quantity In Stock  Indiv. Price Total Cost
Platforming 2x4x16' Pine 14 9 4.60 23.00
4x8x3/4" Ply 7 5 17.97 35.94
Legs 2x4x16' Pine 12 4.60 55.20
Stairs 2x4x16' Pine 1 4.60 4.60
4x8x3/4" Ply 4 17.97 71.88
Fence 1x4x16' Pine 1 5.33 5.33
1x6x16' Pine 2 2 8.40 0.00
2x4x16' Pine 1 4.60 4.60
Walls 1x4x16' Pine 15 5.33 79.95
4x8x1/4" Lauan 7 11.25 78.75
Window 2x4x16' Pine 3 4.60 13.80
Door Hard 4x8x1/4" Lauan 2 2 11.25 0.00
2x4x16' Pine 4 4 4.60 0.00
Door Screen 2x4x16' Pine 2 4.60 9.20
48"x25' Roll Screen 1 19.49 19.49
Bricks 4x8x3/4" Celetex 7 2 10.95 54.75
Latice work 2'x8' Lattice 3 12.97 38.91
1x10x8' Pine 3 8.75 26.25
Posts 2x6x10' Pine 6 7.18 43.08
2x4x16' Pine 6 4.60 27.60
4x8x1/4" Lauan 6 11.25 67.50
4x8x3/4" Celetex 1 10.95 10.95
2"x10' PVC 2 6.45 12.90
Roof 4x8x2" Foam 3 23.58 70.74
4x8x1/4" Lauan 2 2 11.25 0.00
4x8x3/4" Ply 2 2 17.97 0.00
Miscellaneous 75.00
829.42
1x4x16' Pine 16
1x6x16' Pine 0
1x10x8' Pine 3
2x4x16' Pine 30
2x6x10' Pine 6
4x8x3/4" Ply 6
4x8x3/4" Celetex 6
4x8x1/4" Lauan 13
4x8x2" Foam 3
48"x25' Roll Screen 1
2'x8' Lattice 3
2"x10' PVC 2
(Plate 2-2) 
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Section 2: Construction and Load-in Process 
The first step in the construction process was to clear the space and take accurate 
dimensions of the space. The Black Box Theatre at Utah State University is a 40’0” x 
40’0” space with a tile floor. The tile floor has to be preserved in pristine condition, so 
there is no ability to attach anything to it. My next decision was whether or not to cover 
the floor or build a false floor for the stage to be built upon.  I decided that covering the 
tile floor with sheets of wood would allow for paint and building. I then considered 
materials and decided the best material to laydown a floor in the space is medium density 
fiberboard (mdf). Sheet goods such as mdf typically come in 4’x8’ sheets so I began 
planning out the flooring layout (Plate 2-3) for the playing space; overall covered floor 
that was 20’4 !” x 22’3”. These are odd sizes so I rounded them to the nearest 4’ 
increment making a layout of 24’0” x 24’0”.  In the purchasing of materials, I discovered 
mdf is an odd sized material and sheets come in 4’1” x 8’1” to allow for contractors to 
cut down the materials and not lose their overall 4’0” x 8’0” of useable lumber. I decided 
that it was not a concern to have extra few inches of the flooring and kept the layout the 
same. We installed the floor with help from practicum students on Thursday September 
1st. 
The platforms were the next step. I referenced the measurements of the scenic 
drawings to the quantity I would need, which turned out to be 20’0” x 10’0” which I 
detailed in the Platform Layout (Plate 2-4). This broke down into five 4’0” x 8’0” 
platforms, two 2’0” X 8’0” platforms, and one 2’0” x 4’0” platform. The groundplan 
(Plate 2-5) of this show required enough elevated space for the design of a porch, the 
corner of a house, and some yard. In creating this porch I created not only a deck (Plate 
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2-6), but also a supportive structure to elevate the decking to 24” high. I chose to 
construct six knee walls (Plate 2-7) made of 2” x 4” pine that would both raise the 
platforms and allow for weight distribution for safe actor walkability.  Before installing 
the platforms I built the stairs to allow functionality as soon as possible. The stair (Plate 
2-8) had two 8” steps leading up to the 24” overall height of the platforms and was L- 
shaped. Allowing for 
transportion into the space, 
this was built in three 
pieces (Plate 2-9). The 
platforms and stair were 
installed (Figure 2-1) with 
help from the students in 
practicum on Tuesday 
September 6th.   
The next step was to build and install the fence (Plate 2-10), the five walls, three 
columns, and two doors (Plates 2-11 thru 2-17). Prior to this point in the process I was 
acting as Technical Director and Master Carpenter. On Wednesday, September 7th 
Chelsea Richards joined my crew as the Master Carpenter allowing me to focus on 
drafting the rest of the scenery instead of having to build it all. The fence was constructed 
out of distressed 1” x 10” pine and was used as a teaching tool for two inexperienced 
carpentry students. The structures of the walls were framed with 1” x 4” pine and covered 
with "” lauan. These walls were built by Friday September 9th and covered with faux 
bricks. The “bricks” were 2” x 8” sections of split homosote, which when split has a 
(Figure 2-1) 
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rough brick-like texture. The “bricks” were stapled on with "” crown staples then 
covered with Primus D, a thick concrete-like cealing paint, to give texture and serve as 
grout between the bricks. On Saturday September 10th, the Assistant Scenic Designer, 
Spencer Potter, came in to install a stone floor in order to give his paint students more to 
paint in the upcoming week. The stones that made up this floor were cut 4” x 8” squares 
of masonite with rounded edges stapled to the mdf floor with wide crown staples. The 
columns were a side project I built on Sunday September 11th. These columns were the 
most complex part of the set construction. They had a base of 10” x 10” that was covered 
in brick, but the top of the column slanted to make a 4” x 4” square.  I needed the rest of 
the set installed and painted before a photo shoot on Thursday September 15th and 
technical rehearsals would begin on Friday, September 16th. On Monday September 12th, 
I led the students from the THEA 1513 Stagecraft class in the installation of the walls and 
the columns (Figure 2-2). 
After the installation of 
walls the 1513 class was 
taught a technique known 
as a three color scumble, a 
painting technique that was 
used to create the color 
variation in the bricks. 
  On Tuesday 
September 13th, I went shopping for two doors: one of the doors would have to be 
modified to create a viewfinder window and the second was a screen door.  I then began 
(Figure 2-2) 
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creating an understructure for the roof (Plate 2-18) and slats that made up the roof. This 
understructure was made of !” plywood and constructed into a three sided box capable 
of spanning twenty feet and supporting the weight of the roof slats. The slats for the roof 
(Plates 2-19 thru 2-20) were cut out of 2” pink insulation foam because it is light weight 
and easily carvable.  The roof pieces were intended to look like thick rough cut wood 
beams with a slight bevel cut on each end (Figure 2-3).   
 Before the start of 
technical rehearsals I had 
to do a few last things to 
ready the set for 
performance. The front of 
the porch was covered in 
lattice and under the porch 
were wood chips and 
assorted gardening tools 
which served as set dressing. The entire stage was distressed and covered with leaves to 
make this yard seem more run down. I then carpeted the backstage area and a crossover 
space to cancel out the noise of high heels and hard soled shoes of actors. Additionally, 
my crew had to setup head sets and run lights for the run crew.  
The technical process was very smooth, I had few notes and they were aesthetic. 
There was a last minute addition of adding a hand rail to the porch, made of a thin dense 
material that could support weight and not require vertical supports. My decision was to 
use steel pipe with an overall dimension of 2” in diameter. I did not want to spend any 
(Figure 2-3) 
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more money so I decided to take two scraps of already existing pipe, bolt them together 
using a smaller diameter pipe to bridge the seem between the two pipes.  
 During dress rehearsal, I got to see the complexity of this design come to fruition 
and serve to identify the world of this story. It also served to inforce the subtle and 
powerful nature of the script. This play had a few scenes mostly day (Figure 2-4) and one 
night (Figure 2-5) scene. The production ideas came together to create a quality theatrical 
product for which I 
am glad to be a part.  
(Figure 2-5) 
(Figure 2-4) 
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(Plate 2-3) 
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(Plate 2-4) 
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(Plate 2-5) 
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(Plate 2-6) 
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(Plate 2-7) 
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(Plate 2-8) 
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(Plate 2-9) 
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(Plate 2-10) 
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(Plate 2-11) 
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(Plate 2-12) 
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(Plate 2-13) 
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(Plate 2-14) 
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(Plate 2-15) 
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(Plate 2-16) 
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(Plate 2-17) 
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(Plate 2-18) 
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(Plate 2-19) 
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(Plate 2-20) 
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Section 3: Technical Direction Evaluation 
 In evaluating my performance on this production I have come to the conclusion 
that Proof was a good project for me to undertake.  The process was hard at times, yet 
necessary in my development. All of the deadlines set for the scenic department and 
myself were met on time, if not ahead of time in most circumstances. Since the scenic 
designer was offsite for most of the process, the coordination between the scenic designer 
and the assistant scenic designer was strained at times. The assistant did not feel able to 
make production decisions until the very end of the process. I had trouble getting correct 
answers because of poor communication between these two individuals. Also this set was 
painted a half dozen times because of miscommunications between scenery and paint. 
My decision to cover the brick walls with Primus D was with the intent of adding texture 
but also saving the need to paint the grout. The inexperienced paint crew painted the 
bricks with a three-color scumble and in the process painted the grout red, defeating the 
purpose of the undercoat of Primus D. This also caused the three dimensional bricks to 
look flat and not appear three-dimensional. Given the design and paint decisions that 
were not my call, I believe that the aspects of this production that directly involved me 
were a complete success. During this production I refined many skills: cost estimation, 
budgeting, choosing materials, creating construction drawings, implementing the process 
of construction, and leading the assembly/installation of scenic elements in a theatre 
space, all of which were a benefit to my educational process. 
 Chapter 3: Technical Direction   
Legally Blonde 
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Section 1: Pre-Production 
Legally Blonde: The Musical is about a fashion conscious blonde who enrolls in 
Harvard Law School and without changing herself finds the strength to succeed in life. It 
also follows the recent Broadway structure of taking a popular film and converting it into 
a stage musical. Films typically have more locations than stage productions. On stage to 
move from a dorm room to a courtroom there is likely to be a complex shift that will take 
time. Legally Blonde has 21 different scenes all occurring in different locations and 
sometimes traveling to multiple locations during the course of a given scene. This stage 
musical had a lot of design potential and staging possibilities. 
Legally Blonde: The Musical directed by Ken Risch opened on November 1, 2012 
in the Morgan Theatre at Utah State University. When this production was first 
announced the previous spring I asked to be the Technical Director. As a graduate student 
I needed a project that would allow me to be more marketable by strengthening my 
secondary focus of technical direction. In the past I was the Technical Director for a 
small show, which culminated in the building of a porch for a house. In trying to 
strengthen my abilities in technical direction, I needed a large-scale musical or large 
multi-scene show in my body of work.  
In asking for this project I wanted to show my capability, I also knew some of the 
early process work for this project could be done from abroad. I got a job working at a 
professional theatre during the summer of 2012 that would extend into the fall a few 
weeks. While offsite, I was in correspondence with Bruce Duerden the production 
manager and head of my graduate committee who kept me abreast of new developments.  
I received a few early model photos at the end of August helping me get an idea of the 
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scale of this production. During September the Scenic Designer, Spencer Potter, sent out 
preliminary drafting, ground plans (Plate 3-1), and sectional (Plate 3-2). I immediately 
discussed what was missing and began to put together a cost estimate. I needed to 
estimate how much each scenic piece would cost. I identified different materials and 
construction methods allowing for the creation of each scenic piece in the most cost 
effective way possible. This design had a stationery two story set, a curved staircase, a 
spiral staircase, giant circular walls, hanging circular projection screens, and several 
rolling multifunctional units.  
The designer was trying to evoke a world of feminine qualities by emphasizing 
circles and curves analogues to a female body. Every intended shape on stage was 
suggestive of femininity. My first thought about the various circles on stage was I could 
project them with an overhead projector onto the desired sheets of material, cut them out, 
and then frame them to fit the cutout shapes. I also discussed we had the curved stair and 
spiral staircase in storage, though they would each need slight modification.  The two-
story unit was really a ten foot open bridge which had tracked sliding doors mounted to 
the back of the unit. The creation of this bridge needed to be load bearing for up to fifteen 
performers with no visible support. I thought because of the price of materials and the 
overall tensile strength of those materials that creating a steel truss would be the most 
effective and compact way of safely building this bridge. In addition, I looked at each of 
the scenic pieces decided how I was planning to construct them and in the process created 
a cost estimate (Plate 3-3) for how much this show would cost to build. I broke walls and 
flooring down into 4’0” x 8’0” sections to figure out how many sheets of material needed 
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to account for budgeting. The only way to accurately gauge the price of materials, I 
called local distributers and asked for prices on wood, steel, fabric, and sonatube. 
After finishing the cost estimate, I made layout drawings of all the scenery that 
would be projected and sent them to the scene shop supervisor, so he could have students 
begin projecting and cutting out scenery before my return. I then started drafting the 
bridge out of steel creating a series of ladder trusses that would span the width of the 
bridge, spaced on 18” centers to allow for weight distribution with maximum strength. I 
learned a lot about materials and structure while drafting this bridge.  
When I returned to school I had a rude awakening. Nothing that I had done at this 
point on the production had been looked at or paid any attention. The cost estimate had 
not been looked at aside from the $2800 I said it would cost to build, which was just 
under my $3000 budget. None of the thirty pages of layout drawings to be projected had 
been done. All of the rolling units for this show had been constructed from stock 
platforms that already existed, and were affixed with casters to roll and serve as the units. 
They were all different sizes than the scenic designer had specified. Even worse the steel 
truss structure that I had spent a few days drafting for the bridge was vetoed because it 
required specialized labor and welding ability to construct. I was told that I was going to 
build the bridge out of 2” x 12” pine, similar to house construction. After getting past my 
initial outrage with the amount of time I had wasted unnecessarily, I sat down reworked 
the bridge and support structure. I unfortunately deleted my original steel drawing of this 
project and do not have them as a comparative reference. 
 At this point, the scene shop supervisor and I met to discuss this production and I 
discovered that the department’s production manager had become more proactive with 
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the construction methods for the departments shows. Since he had very specific ways he 
wanted all scenery constructed, it became difficult for me to work ahead or get much 
drafted. So I talked with the production manager every day about the next three projects, 
he then suggested construction methods and I drafted them for construction the following 
day.  This process made sure that I stayed consistent in my construction methods. The 
intention of this process for my technical direction would serve to make sure the 
production manager, scene shop supervisor, scene shop foreman, and myself had a 
unified understanding about how everything would come together. This was more of an 
ideal than an actuality though because frequently I would be the last person told about 
changes. Finally once we developed our repoire we could continue the construction 
process. The actualities of this process helped me to recognize the difficulties of being in 
charge of a project when you are not in a position of power within an organization. Also 
to be involved in all creative decisions on a project like this requires being onsite and 
accessable at all times, incase questions should arise.
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(Plate 3-1) 
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(Plate 3-2) 
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(Plate 3-3) 
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Section 2: Construction and Load-in Process 
The first step in the construction process was to access the already existing 
scenery and recognize where best to allot my time. On September 26th, I started three 
projects simultaneously; first I started drafting the stair that was a large semicircle with 
three steps. This stair had a footprint of 10’8” and needed to lead up to a spiral staircase. 
We had a spiral staircase, which I took measurements off of to create this circular stair 
unit. The first drafting plate was a template for knee walls (Plate 3-4) as a supportive 
structure for the stairs followed by a diagram of where they would be placed (Plate 3-5). I 
then created a layout drawing (Plate 3-6), which detailed the way the !” plywood lid 
would be cut in order to maximize the amount of wood needed to adequately cover the 
tops of these stairs. I also started a second unrelated project that would be a landing for an 
already existing curved metal staircase. This landing would serve to boost the stair 8” 
because the staircase had some abnormal steel structure needing to be elevated off of the 
ground to sit correctly. The first drawing shows the lid which was to be cut out of !” 
plywood (Plate 3-7) then I drafted the framing for this landing (Plate 3-8). Third, In order 
to make sure I could fit these pieces together correctly I made a series of detail drawings 
to display the accurate construction and spacing for the stock spiral staircase sitting on 
top of the circular staircase. These four drawings (Plates 3-9 thru 3-12) display the details 
of what materials were used and how this spiral staircase was constructed. The final part 
was to create a drawing showing the construction of the landing leg placement (Plate 3-
13). We had a few people capable of leading crews and being in charge of projects, so I 
delegated pieces of each of these projects to others while I moved on to the next steps of 
drafting. 
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The largest stationery piece of this show was the two-story unit that had a ten-foot 
bridge that could 
have no visible 
support. On 
September 27th, 
I started the 
second drafting, 
creating six 
drawings (Plates 
3-14 thru 3-19) 
that detailed how 
to construct the frame for this bridge. It was built with spacing of every 2’0” in an offset 
grid pattern. I then created drawings for the deck layout (Plate 3-20) that would go on top 
of this bridge platform using six 4’0” x 8’0” sheets of !” plywood across the top of the 
platform (Plate 3-21 thru 3-27). After finishing these drawings, I had one carpenter 
cutting out all of the plywood tops to this platform.  The shop foreman and I built the 
entire structure of this bridge. We used a 16-penny pneumatic nail gun and put the 
platforms together with their tops in one afternoon. After constructing the platform we 
then cut several pieces of 2” x 4” pine to the correct height to serve as legs. Using our 
capstan winch and the help of eight people, we built two supportive structures, and then 
hoisted this large platform in three sections into its elevated location. While installing we 
added additional temporary supportive legs as needed. Upon getting this platform 
(Figure 3-1) 
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installed we slid the previously constructed circular stair into place, which made me feel 
like this was starting to come together.  
On October 1st, I started drafting the top landing and stage right platform that 
served as a junction point for the curved staircase to meet with the bridge unit. These two 
platforms (Figure 3-1), in four drafting plates (Plate 3-28 thru 3-31) were installed in 
their stage right location next to the bridge on October 2nd. The next two days I spent 
drafting walls 
for the Hansen 
Harkness unit 
(Plate 3-32 thru 
3-33) and the 
Courtroom unit 
(Plate 3-34 thru 
3-35). These 
were two 
rolling units, the 
platforms for these two units had already been pulled from stock and had casters installed 
so I needed to figure out how different these were from those initially specified by the 
scenic designer and had to make them work.  
On October 5th, we spent the day installing both steel staircases. The stage right 
curved stair unit was installed first, it needed four people to lift and carefully sit it on the 
landing platform while another person through bolted the top of it to the already existing 
platform structure. The second staircase, the spiral was much heavier and needed more 
(Figure 3-2) 
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bodies to move it into place. It was carefully lifted up and slid into its correct location, 
while we fit the circular stair around it. Once these were correctly spaced, the spiral was 
lag bolted to the floor then the handrail was installed to act as a top attachment point to 
make it more stable structurally. After these pieces were safely attached, we then 
installed a makeshift guardrail around the platform to make it safer and able to be utilized 
in rehearsal that evening (Figure 3-2). The following day two carpenters and myself spent 
the afternoon creating a metal handrail, which wrapped the entire front of the stage and 
replaced the makeshift guard-rail that was previously installed.  
On October 9th, I drafted 
six plates of walls. The first two 
of these walls (Plate 3-36 thru 3-
37) were half circles that sat on 
top of the bridge to continue the 
idea of the circular feminine 
form. The next two walls (Plate 
3-38 thru 3-39) were for stage 
right behind the curved stair 
unit and they were also giant 
circles with one having a door 
in it. The last set was for the 
Courtroom unit (Plate 3-40 thru 
3-41). On October 11th, we hung 
(Figure 3-3) 
(Figure 3-4) 
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the next three large steel framed circles stage left covered in stretched muslin that would 
function as a projection surface. The main walls took a few days to construct, but they 
were all installed by October 12th (Figure 3-3).  After installing the main walls, I then 
moved on to the smaller units. The two-sided reversible bathroom and courtroom unit 
then was my main priority because it was the next big piece. I spent an entire afternoon 
working on the bathroom side of this unit (Plate 3-42 thru 3-43). The bathroom (Figure 3-
4) had a toilet, a sink, and metal work, which functioned to support this sink while having 
minimal structure.  Another 
carpenter installed the levels for 
the judiciary bench on the other 
side of this unit (Figure 3-5). This 
unit had a center platformed 
location and two side boxes for a 
witness and a court stenographer.  
On October 15th, after spending a few days detailing units I returned to drafting 
the last few pieces. The next pieces on my list were the slider walls (Plate 3-44 thru 3-
45), which were tracked to meet in the middle of the upstage side of the bridge unit. 
These were simple, but they had to open to allow a rolling platform to come in with a few 
scenic pieces. This rolling platform had straight casters so that it would roll in a straight 
line. Straight casters by themselves do not help to accomplish the act of keeping 
something moving in a straight line. Our scene shop supervisor decided that we should 
install guide wheels in the interior walls under the bridge that would functionally keep the 
platform moving straight. This sounds like a clear solution, but the path to reaching this 
(Figure 3-5) 
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solution was several days long with a few unsuccessful attempts to create guides for this 
rolling platform.  
Then I moved to the creation of a detailed reversible double door unit. The doors 
on this unit had to be able to swing open in either direction. The original idea for this unit 
would have removable panes of glass or a glasslike material. This double door was 
supposed to have three looks: full glass, empty glass, and no glass with prison bars in the 
place of glass. This unit also had Grecian columns and a Greek capital piece. I created 
three plates to address the problems of this unit. The platform had already been pulled 
and castered. It was a 4’0” x 8’0” platform with swivel casters and I pulled the two Greek 
columns from stock and installed them on the far edges of the platform. After measuring 
the correct dimensions I had been given for this piece I then drafted the doors (Plate 3-
46), the doorframe (Plate 3-47), and the capital (Plate 3-48). The construction and 
installation of this door was tedious process, I started the beginning structure as I had on 
most other units then handed this piece off to our shop supervisor who acted as 
detail/finish carpenter for the majority of this build. Among the many other aspects he 
contributed to this production, he also supervised the foam detail work on the courtroom 
unit and the capital pieces.  
Following the work I did on the double door unit, I moved to finish the Hansen 
Harkness unit. This unit was in one scene and needed to display the look of an upscale 
men’s clothing store. This piece was constructed from two 4’0” x 4’0” rolling platforms 
with a lower wooden spacer between them. Each platform had a wall with a large 
uncovered window cut into it. In front of each window was a life size mannequin wearing 
a nicely tailored men’s suit. These were previously constructed but they needed a support 
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wall (Plate 3-49) that could support swinging doors that had been added. This unit had 
very little constructed detail; the people who painted this unit created most of its details.  
The last unit that I drafted was the top door unit (Plate 3-50 thru 3-52) that 
paralleled the double door unit in its look and detail work. This door just needed to open 
one way, but contain the look of the previous door and have a translucent panel in it to 
allow for one specific lighting moment. After constructing and installing this door, I had 
two immediate metal working projects. The first was to make a safety rail for the upstage 
side of the bridge unit. This handrail did not want to obstruct the circle walls that already 
existed, but needed to be added for safety purposes. The second of these projects was to 
create a mirror, which was supposed to be a metal frame covered in lauan (Figure 3-6). 
This frame took me almost an entire day because I had severe issue with trying to bend 
the steel pieces that would create the three top arch curves. Because of the bending issues 
I had to piece 
together scraps 
of metal to 
make the 
backing for the 
lauan pieces that 
created the 
curved arches 
and was 
completed on 
October 25th.  
(Figure 3-6 
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(Plate 3-4) 
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(Plate 3-5) 
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(Plate 3-6) 
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(Plate 3-7) 
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(Plate 3-8) 
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(Plate 3-9) 
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(Plate 3-10) 
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(Plate 3-11) 
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(Plate 3-12) 
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(Plate 3-13) 
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(Plate 3-14) 
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(Plate 3-15) 
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(Plate 3-16) 
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(Plate 3-17) 
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(Plate 3-18) 
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(Plate 3-19) 
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(Plate 3-20) 
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(Plate 3-21) 
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(Plate 3-22) 
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(Plate 3-23) 
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(Plate 3-24) 
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(Plate 3-25) 
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(Plate 3-26) 
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(Plate 3-27) 
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(Plate 3-28) 
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(Plate 3-29) 
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(Plate 3-30) 
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(Plate 3-31) 
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(Plate 3-32) 
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(Plate 3-33) 
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(Plate 3-34) 
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(Plate 3-35) 
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(Plate 3-36) 
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(Plate 3-37) 
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(Plate 3-38) 
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(Plate 3-39) 
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(Plate 3-40) 
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(Plate 3-41) 
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(Plate 3-42) 
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(Plate 3-43) 
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(Plate 3-44) 
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(Plate 3-45) 
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(Plate 3-46) 
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(Plate 3-47) 
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(Plate 3-48) 
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(Plate 3-49) 
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(Plate 3-50) 
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(Plate 3-51) 
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(Plate 3-52) 
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Section 3: Technical Rehearsals and Performance Process 
 On October 26th, we began the first technical rehearsal for Legally Blonde. Before 
we could begin this rehearsal I had to coordinate finishing the minor details of the set. 
The paint 
crew had 
already come 
in and 
painted some 
scenery, but a 
lot of the set 
had to be 
covered with partially translucent plastic for lighting purposes. This set had LED lights 
(Figure 3-7) mounted in the understructure below the bridge and in the facing of the 
curved stair unit. The stage left wall that was behind the circular staircase was made 
solidly of this partially translucent plastic. The support walls that held up the bridge 
structure had holes cut 
into them to continue the 
motif of curves and 
circles that are 
continually emphasized 
in the design choices. 
After cutting holes in 
these walls there also 
(Figure 3-7) 
(Figure 3-8) 
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had to be plastic inserted behind the holes to have a surface to illuminate. Above these 
supportive walls, ventilation panels were installed in to the ceiling below the bridge to 
allow fog (Figure 3-8) to be pumped into the theatre upon the entrance of Elle’s Greek 
chorus.  
 There were a few other unique pieces that were used for this show. There was a 
golf cart (Figure 3-
9), which was used 
in one scene by 
Elle’s father. This 
golf cart was 
borrowed from 
Physical Plant and 
Planning on the 
other side of 
campus at Utah 
State University. 
This golf cart had 
to be picked up by 
a member of the 
stage management 
team at 6:00 pm each night and whoever borrowed the golf cart had to the return the keys 
at 10:00 pm each night after rehearsal or performance.  
(Figure 3-9) 
(Figure 3-10) 
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 The mirror piece (Figure 3-10) that I spent an entire day constructing was one of 
the first to appear on stage for the show. When I first made this it was the shape of a 
mirror with an open back. The first time this mirror was used in rehearsal it revealed the 
person moving the piece of scenery. So to make this mirror work it needed a solid back. I 
made the solid back out of 1/4” lauan and painted with silver spray paint to give it a 
reflective-glossy quality without directly reflecting light back at the audience. After 
trying the silver paint treatment the mirror was still too glossy and it got painted with an 
off white color that was matte and would not reflect. 
 The rolling double door unit (Figure 3-11) was a very prominent scenic piece that 
needed lot of work. The 
columns were painted to look 
like marble. The capital piece 
had additional foam circles 
added to flush out the 
additional details specified by 
the set designer. There were 
several layers of molding 
used to give the classic ornate 
feel representative of the 
Greek allegory that is present 
in the non-circular lines of the 
set. While I have emphasized 
the curves and circles repeatedly in this process, there was a conflicting classical line 
(Figure 3-11) 
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added to enforce the college feel, 
academia, and Harvard University. In 
order to cut down on the swing of the 
doors I added a chip brush to one 
side of either door, the theory in 
using the brushes would be to create 
friction and prevent the doors from 
swinging as the unit moved. This 
worked to reduce swing in one direction for the doors.   
 The Hansen Harkness unit (Figure 3-12) was used when Elle takes Emmitt to get 
some nice clothes. The two of them go into a nice men’s clothing store. I previously 
detailed the process of constructing this unit, but as this piece began being used in 
rehearsals it got more detailed and more ornate. Most of the detail was painterly and 
required that I had to remove the mannequins several times. These mannequins were 
awkward and heavy to move, they had been assembled from vacu-form pieces and parts 
of several other mannequins. Because of the construction needs on the mannequins there 
was some structure added to 
the interior to keep these 
pieces together. This unit on 
stage also had little boxes 
with holes cut out filled 
with translucent plastic to 
(Figure 3-12) 
(Figure 3-13) 
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create a fluidity of design and unify this production. 
 The most complicated multi-functional unit in this show was the courtroom 
(Figure 3-13) and bathroom (Figure 3-14) reversible unit. This unit ended up with large 
number of foam circles and detail work on the courtroom side with an unfinished 
painterly quality. The bathroom was all paint detail, after the carpenter detail work to 
install the toilet and the sink. The 
bathroom side though used for only one 
scene was the most beautiful and 
effective piece in this production. 
 Finally, the technical process of 
this production was low stress. All the 
scenery was done aside from a few paint 
notes, so I just needed to take notes on 
masking and construction issues. I had to fix brakes on a few of the units after the first 
and second technical rehearsals. For the three dress rehearsals, there were no construction 
issues. I had to add additional masking behind the big bridge unit to prevent the light leak 
from the LED lights (Figure 3-15) mounted inside the bridge unit. This masking helped 
to create a separation between the stage lights and the lights used to light cyclorama 
upstage.  
(Figure 3-14) 
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(Figure 3-15) 
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Section 4: Technical Direction Evaluation 
 In evaluating my performance I feel this show had a rough start for multiple 
reasons: my skill level, working offsite, and the amount of decisions I was allowed to 
make. Aside from the slow and rough start I learned a lot. I was able to use my 
knowledge of construction and materials to make a variety of different scenic units. I had 
some construction support and some mentorship, which helped in the execution of the 
process. The overall product was a very good show enforced by all the technical elements 
including the set, which is the goal of working in an area of technical theatre. 
Additionally, I got to manage a good crew of carpenters including: a scene shop 
supervisor, scene shop foreman, three work study carpenters, a few practicum students, 
and the run crew for this show. In managing this crew I found out that I needed to have 
three projects each day; sometimes they were carry-over projects from a previous day, 
but I knew that if I did not have at least three projects this very capable crew would run 
out of things to do in a given work day. The only mistake that I made during this process 
was the amount of time I spent drafting things offsite. But I learned how I would 
approach those problems if confronted with them in the future. 
  
Chapter 4: Lighting Design  
The Miracle Worker 
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Section 1: Pre-Production 
 The first time I read The Miracle Worker I was in the third grade. I remember 
discussing the novel with family members and recognizing through hard work and 
courage no obstacle is too large to overcome. This story held a very personal place for 
me. While I am not blind, I require corrective lens to see and without those lens I cannot 
function. For an adult to help a child with not only a visual impairment, but also an aural 
impairment is both brilliant and worthy of respect.  In approaching this true story on stage 
I wanted to represent the truth in this story warmly and accurately. I did not direct this 
production, so I could merely collaborate in the expression of this artistic vision.   
 Frequently during the design process, a designer will read a script and develop a 
concept that will impose direction. In my artistic and academic progress I have 
discovered the limiting factor comes with defining a singular or plural design concept. 
Even rephrasing and calling it a design statement still limits the way an artist can flow 
into the project. I developed more than a concept or intention, I had a vision for how this 
process would evolve. I became involved at the same time as the director so we were able 
to discuss the amorphic possibilities this story, script, and circumstance allowed to grow 
on stage. This was more than process; the director had a foundation in movement and 
surrealistic performance. The realistic base of this story, though not told in an exactly 
linear realistic fashion conjured ideas from: the id, the superego, or some recessed place 
in the mind. The script invited a spirit of creativity and exploration that is frequently 
implicitly denied by most theatrical scripts. The story requires the actors and the 
audiences to meld together on a journey through the life of this plain, nearly blind woman 
in her journey to be a miracle worker. It presents the question of whether or not she is 
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crazy, and if so, do you have to be crazy to attempt what everyone else says is 
impossible? Annie Sullivan was a woman of vision, because she was for a time deprived 
of her eyesight yet willing to challenge what society said was impossible and help a blind 
and deaf girl recognize the world in which she existed. While the plot arc is a progression 
from Annie Sullivan’s life in Pennsylvania, to the south where she teaches Helen Keller 
to recognize water, “Wha-Wha,” this story is representative of the resilience of the 
human spirit. With strength and dedication people can supersede their limitations and 
succeed in life. 
 Given the personal nature of this story and the expressive nature of the script I 
wanted to think outside of the typical constraints I sometimes have in design. I talked 
with the director and she wanted to reverse the thinking in the world of the play to 
represent Helen’s world. This allowed for a break from anything close to convention. 
This production had a realistic feel but the world was estranged from reality. Helen had 
no worldly knowledge of what reality should be. She was not aware other people could 
see or hear. What is sound to someone that has never heard? It does not exist and has no 
definition. In her world where there is no sound, no sight, and only three senses. It is only 
when Annie introduces her to other possibilities does she begin to recognize she is 
capable of so much more. The world we wanted to create was of memories frozen in 
time. The world that lives with time, in time, is merely a perception of those capable of 
its view. This led to thoughts of taking a realistic world of walls, windows, and chairs t 
twisting them into this warped swirl of recollection that is fantastical. Why shouldn’t this 
world be fantastical? It exists in the mind of a child, innocent and limitless. This 
approach however was more than the department was willing to allow. It seemed too 
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distant from the “typical” interpretation of this play. The production was then pushed to 
express a more literal interpretation of the world of Helen Keller, the idea of pictures 
“framed” or frozen in time became a literal interpretation. The set through these 
constraints turned into a series of slightly abstracted picture frames relating a very literal 
display of Helen’s world, leaving behind fantastical possibilities for another audience to 
experience. 
 The design process for this production was very short. After a handful of 
meetings, we had a few finite details: The costume design would be realistic, the color 
palette was monochromatic with mute off-white and grey tones, and lastly the set design 
was done. This set design consisted of three doors, a series of raked platforms, 
geometrically abstract picture frames, and a rectangular frame filled with tree branches 
(Figure 4-1). The only required piece of scenery in this show was the water pump. The 
water pump was the key for Helen recognizing things had a name and led to her 
(Figure 4-1, Rendering By: Shawn Fisher) 
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speaking. This very important plot device tied Helen’s world into the world of Annie 
Sullivan. This singular point of connection opened up the rest of the world to Helen. 
 The beginning of the design process to these clear design choices took about three 
weeks. All of the previously stated decisions on the show were being made during the 
month of October 2012. I did a bit of research to contextualize some of the ideas 
discussed in design meetings, but with such a rapid evolution process, I found most of my 
research in the direction this show did not want to go. This led to creating a new vision 
for design enforcing the idea of a “gesamtkunstwerk,” a term commonly attributed to 
Richard Wagner, the German opera composer. “Gesamtkunstwerk” refers to the aesthetic 
of the total art form and helps to establish a clear verisimilitude for this production. Why 
find research that does not work, when you can reinvent a perception of art? This was 
more of an ideal than an actuality, because this process did not require or result in the 
creation of a new art. This process required a composition that flowed beautifully through 
the world of these characters bringing the audience in for a look. As we guided the 
audience in, we learn a little about them and ourselves as presenters. This process was the 
most psychological, philosophical, anthropological approach I have been involved. 
Needless to say, I was excited about this production. I enjoyed the early process more 
than any other I have encountered.  
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Section 2: Developmental Process 
 Now that I had my creative juices flowing, I had to present the director Camille 
Litalien with clear ideas of my design intentions. I began the rendering process by 
creating an isolated 
moment that showed 
how I viewed the 
very first moment of 
the show.  This 
occurred a few 
weeks after Helen 
was born. When her 
parents realize that 
she is both deaf and 
blind (Figure 4-2). 
Sad and isolated, just 
a mother and her 
baby. The dresser 
was intended as the 
baby cradle, but it 
seemed unnecessary 
to add the baby. I thought it would be pantomimed.  
 The next rendering I created was of Helen alone it represented the way she felt in 
the warm but solemn world in which she lived (Figure 4-3). I then introduced her parents 
(Figure 4-2) 
(Figure 4-3) 
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into this world (Figure 4-4). Each of these renderings features a strong directionality of 
light. They also 
enforced my 
intention to use 
dimensional key 
lighting in each of 
these scenes to 
establish time of 
day and to accent 
the character on 
stage. So far I have 
only worked to 
show the world of 
Helen, but now 
having established 
both an intention 
and quality of 
lighting, I introduce Annie Sullivan. The first rendering of Annie Sullivan takes place 
when she is at an institution in Pennsylvania before she has been approached by Dr. 
Anagnos (Figure 4-5). In this rendering she is standing contemplating where she is going 
and what realm awaits her now. Enduring several eye surgeries over her life, similar to a 
line from the hymn Amazing Grace this woman was once blind, now can see. In her 
contemplation the  audience discovers that Annie is haunted by her past. She hears the 
(Figure 4-4) 
(Figure 4-5) 
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voices of students she has left behind and the brother she could not save (Figure 4-6).  In 
this moment, we break from the fairly realistic look and move to shadow and mischief.  
Textures on the 
walls were 
intended to 
enforce the 
broken nature 
of this 
hallucination. 
As she moves 
through this 
space, her shadow follows her and appears larger than life. Both ominous and foreboding, 
the voices she hears push her to never leave another child behind, and to be diligent in her 
efforts. The purple tone lighting was to create a cerebral, almost spiritual tone sculpting 
cracks in the textures she walks through.  This helped establish darkness, sadness, and 
sometimes despair within Annie Sullivan. Annie’s purpose is to help this little blind and 
deaf girl recognize 
things have names, 
moreover she can speak, 
spell, understand, and 
learn (Figure 4-7). This 
final culminating 
moment of the play is 
(Figure 4-6) 
(Figure 4-7) 
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when Annie exclaims “I Love Helen.”  
  After creating a color palette and a clear understanding of my design intention, I 
started the process of creating my sectional drawing (Plate 4-1) and light plot (Plate 4-2) 
for this show. I typically start my process by making a sectional drawing, so when I 
create my light plot I am aware of the angles and throw distances the space offers. The 
Lyric Theatre was the venue. The Lyric has one front of house lighting position, one 
balcony rail, and a box boom on either side of the stage, and a truss grid over the stage. 
This space has a repertory light plot, which was not supposed to move, so I walked 
around the space, took notes of where lights were and what circuits were used to power 
them. I then took this information and created a 3 dimensional house repertory light plot 
drawing on one layer using Vectorworks Spotlight 2012. I included in this information all 
the addresses for the LED, moving mirror, and right-armed instruments. Then, I 
proceeded to create another layer in the document, which I highlighted in red. Changing 
this layer to red was to give me a reference for what needed to be hung, and would help 
when we had to restore the space after the show.  
 I approached this show differently from any other show I have worked on in the 
past. I created lighting areas defined by the platforms instead of the typical theatre 
convention of dividing a space based on geometry of the theatre. A typical approach 
would have the lighting designer look at the space and decide based on instrumentation 
and functionality of the show, how many playing spaces needed to light the show. When 
defining these areas a designer will frequently look for the possibility of isolating the 
stage into left, right, and center focus areas; then allot downstage, midstage, and upstage 
multiples of those areas. I decided this show functioned very different from the 
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conventional. I looked at the platformed area and used it as the basis for creating my 
focus areas. There were originally four platforms of varying triangular sizes. The upstage 
two platforms ended up being consolidated together to create a more functional upstage 
playing space. But I did not know these areas would be consolidated when I created the 
light plot. I began by figuring out my front light systems. I concluded that two systems; 
warm and cool, were the best way to functionally light this space and allow for maximum 
facial. I consolidated the downstage platform around the pump into one focus area. Then 
divided the second platform into three focus areas: left, center, and right. The third and 
fourth platforms were each divided into left and right. This made for eight focus areas. I 
then crafted my dimensional washes of warm and cool high sides from each side of the 
stage.  I also plotted these high sides by platform so that I could isolate each platform in 
dimensional light from either side. After forming these areas, I then added specific 
special lights, used to light specific scenes like the dining room or the baby cradle. After 
the special moment lights, I add other lights hung in the space. These additional lights I 
saved in case I needed them later. I did not intend to use the LED lighting instruments 
that existed in the space, but I gave them channel numbers if I decided they would benefit 
me later in the process. 
 After finishing the light plot, I chose my color and created a control patch. I 
construct my control patch to reduce the amount of thought it requires for me to bring up 
lights. I have developed a method to the way I allot a control patch. The first thing I did 
was figure out my focus areas, which were eight. Area 1was the downstage platform and 
it then has channel 1,11,21,25,31,35 focus in its direction. Areas 2-4 were focused on 
platform two, and the control channels for this area were 2-4,12-14,22,26,32,36. Areas 5-
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6 were for platform three and those channels were 5-6,15-16,23,27,33,37. Finally areas 7-
8 were for platform four and those control channels were 7-8,17-18,24,28,34,38. My 
systems make perfect sense to me, the lighting designer. (I have tried to impart my 
method to others I have worked with, as some prominent designers have for me in the 
past.) After choosing color and allotting control patch, I exported my paperwork from 
Vectorworks Spotlight 2012 to Lightwright 5. The export between these programs saved 
me tons of time, not having to create my own database. The collective paperwork was: 
channel hookup (Plate 4-3), instrument schedule (Plate 4-4), color schedule (Plate 4-5), 
gobo schedule (Plate 4-6), and cheat sheet (Plate 4-7). The channel hookup displays the 
control channels that I assigned to each of the lights that I plotted. The instrument 
schedule displays the order of lights at each position in numerical order counting from 
stage left to stage right. The color schedule creates counts for the amount of gel required 
and its distribution for this show. The gobo schedule was a count of the number of 
goboes; it displays their size and the quantity used in this show. Finally, the cheat sheet 
quickly lists of all my channels, colors, and purposes in one singular consolidated 
document. After collaborative discussions, the creation renderings, and the process of 
putting together the light plot with accompanying paperwork, it was now time to install 
and cue the show. 
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(Plate 4-2) 
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(Plate 4-3) 
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(Plate 4-3) 
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(Plate 4-3) 
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(Plate 4-4) 
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 (Plate 4-4) 
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(Plate 4-4) 
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(Plate 4-5) 
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(Plate 4-5) 
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(Plate 4-5) 
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(Plate 4-5) 
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(Plate 4-5) 
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(Plate 4-5) 
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(Plate 4-6) 
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(Plate 4-6) 
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(Plate 4-7) 
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(Plate 4-7) 
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Section 3: Implementation and Technical Process 
After developing the lighting design process, I now had to realize all of these 
ideas on stage. The hang did not take long. It only included adding seventeen lights to the 
already existing eighty lights that were in the air. After installing the strip lights upstage 
as a groundrow, the show was hung. All of the lights added were in precarious locations 
and difficult to focus. Before the set was installed the lighting crew and I hung most of 
the lights on a hydraulic genie lift. The genie lift died, while I was in the air before we 
were completely done hanging. I had to be rolled over to the truss and climb out of the 
basket because it got stuck. Later the chains that support its ability to lift fell off. 
Needless to say, because of the disrepair of the genie lift it was retired. This made it very 
difficult to access lighting positions. When the platforms were installed, reaching lights 
was an even 
bigger issue, 
I tried to be 
as safe as 
possible 
when 
reaching 
each of the 
lights. 
I watched several rehearsals to get an idea of the flow of the show. This helped 
me with the process of focusing. Then I put together my lighting cue list (Plate 4-8). It 
consisted of over eighty lighting changes that helped to support or emphasize the action. 
(Figure 4-8) 
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After creating my cue list I had to wait for scenery to finish installation before I could 
write lighting cues. The set (Figure 4-8) was not fully installed until Tuesday November 
27th. We began technical rehearsals on Wednesday November 28th, so the night before I 
stayed after rehearsal writing light cues. Because I waited for all the elements to exist 
before writing light cues I was able to better visualize how my lights affected actors and 
scenery. This made for a more cohesive design process. The first tech went very smooth; 
the placements of most of my cues were fine. I did not get the order of one of the most 
dynamic moments. In the 2nd act there was a night scene where Annie puts Helen to bed 
and then sings a song to her. As she begins to sing, the stage isolates on the two of them 
and as Annie crosses to a chair downstage left, three of the other characters are revealed 
in quiet thought. This resulted in five isolate pools of light locating each character having 
individual contemplative moments of thought in variations of moonlight (Figure 4-9).  
The second technical rehearsal I had to rework the end because I wanted to isolate 
light on Annie and Helen for their final hug (Figure 4-10). The director chose not to end 
(Figure 4-9) 
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the show with this hug but to continue and have the two characters cross as if to reenter 
the house (Figure 4-11). This change would require me to isolate the two characters then 
(Figure 4-10) 
(Figure 4-11) 
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widen the stage only to blackout in the middle of their cross. Philosophically I disagreed 
with this choice. I felt it should end with the beautiful print image of Annie holding 
Helen.  
The most outlandish moment was when Annie heard voices from her past. I 
created this purple textured ambience (Figure 4-12)  reflective of something surreal in her 
head. In addition to the color and the texture for this lighting moment, I also let these 
lights hit the proscenium of the Lyric Theatre creating a larger visual focus. The stage 
picture was great. It did not have a large enough lumen output to photograph well. This 
occured five time, so I reproduced this lighting look each time. She moved all through 
this large texture and on one occasion moved downstage allowing for a large shadow of 
her to appear on the walls of the theatre.  
The top of the show began with an isolated moment where the doctor and the 
Kellers first discover Helen is deaf and blind (Figure 4-13). It went through a few 
changes from the initial concept to the final culmination. The director decided to create 
action on stage as the audience is arriving. This seemed to have an effect of muddying the 
(Figure 4-12) 
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beginning of this show. 
Because  this action was 
not clearly defined and 
highlighted it did not 
draw the focus it should 
have. The director 
wanted characters to 
enter and begin the play 
with the house lights still 
on, trying to add an 
unneccessary induction 
scene. 
 The most visually interesting stage picture was a simple isolation when Annie is 
writing at the beginning of one of the garden house scenes (Figure 4-14). This moment 
was stark and dimensional 
but effective creating the 
intended mood. This was 
the begining cue of the 
scene. Then the stage 
grew around this isolated 
moment when Helen 
entered. After Helen (Figure 4-14) 
(Figure 4-13) 
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entered the entire stage got brighter but the look that I established was still prevalant for 
the remainder of this scene. 
 After the 2nd technical rehearsal the show was pretty much completed. I did not 
have a light board operator at this point. So I was running lights and fixing things as we 
went through rehearsals. So I created my preshow/postshow checklist (Plate 4-9) to give 
the light board operator along with all the paperwork that had been generated. The light 
board operator did not show up for the first time until the final dress rehearsal. When he 
arrived I showed him all he would have to do and hoped he was listening. Often that is all 
a designer can do when passing their show off to those that will run it during 
performance. 
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 (Plate 4-8) 
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(Plate 4-8) 
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(Plate 4-8) 
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(Plate 4-9) 
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Section 4: Lighting Design Evaluation 
In evaluating my lighting design, I am a little biased but this was one of the more 
visually pleasing shows I have seen or worked on in a long time. The script drags at some 
points, and the process of getting Annie to the Keller household seems a little long. 
Overall the process was great, I enjoyed working with the other designers and director. 
There are a lot of spatial limitations in the Lyric Theatre and only 96 dimmers, which 
were just enough. The truss grid as a lighting position was dangerous because the 
university has not provided proper safety hardware for working in that environment. The 
house lights were the biggest issue because they blink and flicker due to there dimmers 
being in severe disrepair. I had to act as my own master electrician, which was a task that 
I am perfectly capable, but I was not able to train or mentor a student in that position. My 
light board operator did not listen to the stage manager and was horribly inaccurate about 
when he was going to actually press the button to make light cues execute. In summation, 
all of my issues were technological and not design specific. Because of this my design 
and design process were both brilliant and flawless. 
 
